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Wiggin Reelected

IT CLOSES NEXT SUNDAY

Meeting Last Night Featured Knox Hospital Had 1636 Ad
missions Last Year; Patient This Is Final Week Of the Union Evangelistic
By the “Get Acquainted
Captain C. W. Kafloch, Director of Shipping In
Days Increased By 1202
Sing”
Crusade—The Interest Increases
Algiers Area, Makes That Comment
Ralph L. Wiggin was re-elected
Kiwanians, last night heard A.
Alan Grossman, president for 1944. president at annual meeting last
tell of his attendance at the Mid- night.
Winter Conference of the New Eng- , other officers elected were: HarLooking every inch the man of that was some talkfest.
land District of Kiwanis Interna- old P. Blodgett, vice president; JoThe area which Captain Kalloch tional held at the Hotel Touraine, seph Emery, Sr., treasurer and Milaffairs that he is today, Captain
Charles W. Kalloch came down traverses represents the Allies
ton M. Griffin, secretary. Directors
from New York yesterday for a conquest, but it has also felt the Boston, Saturday
elected by the incorporators for
Features of the conference were thrpe yeaR: WLliam T white_
brief visit with his mother, Mrs. Axis might during his stay there,
William R. Kalloch of Main and enemy bombs have punctuated the Get Acquainted Sing, led by orest A ThurstOn, Dr. C. Harold
street. When this story catches the his visits. "It’s no fun if yoi^ are Fred F. Fox, district chairman of Jameson, Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller,
reader's eye he will be headed to too close to where a bomb hits,” music; an address, “Purpose of the Mrs Mary Zimbalist and Ralph L.
ward Washington on the first leg of says the former Rockland boy,
Conference,” by Russell L. Norton, Wiggin; Alan L. Bird was elect
his long journey back to Algiers, "end I've been plenty near.
ed to fill the unexpired tenn of En
where he now has his headquar
‘‘You would be amazed,” he add district governor; a conference of sign Otis, resigned, and Harold F
ters as regional director of the ed if you could see how well the Al president s and vice presidents, pre Dana was elected to fill the unex
War Shipping Administration.
lies operated within their objec sided over by L Francis Kennedy, pired term of Capt. John Brown.
His work embraces visits to tives at Naples. Their targets district chairman of Kiwanis edu
President Wiggin spoke briefly of
Italy, Sicily, Morocco and Tunisia, were the docks and shipping along cation ,and Installation Luncheon the activities at the hospital during
to Egypt’s borders. iHe spent 10 the waterfront. So well did they with Everett W. Ireland, past gov the year, mentioning the discon
days at the momentous Cairo con strike that the ruins did not ex ernor, presiding.
tinuance of the school for nursing,
ference andi was close at hand to tend inland more than two blocks.”
Mr. Grossman said that the slo the excellent condition of the phy
President Roosevelt, Prime Min
Captain Kalloch says that the gan for the year was, “Keep Amer sical equipment and the need for
ister Churchill and the other big man in the street, in Algiers, is ica American;” that one of the ob more “human interest" especially
wigs who were in attendance upon unfriendly, some to the point of
jectives of Kiwanis with respect to that of the several hundred incor
that occasion..
hostility, with the Allies, because the membership, was “Use Him at porators. He stressed the need of
At his home in Algiers Capt. Kal with their advent trade with the Lose Him,” and that the district more incorporators.
Brief talks
loch had pleasure of entertaining censored nations ceased. Algiers,
for
the
good
of
the
hospital
were
convention would be held in
two men from “back home,” Capt. normally a city of 360,000 now has
Swampscott. Mass., Sept. 21, 22 and made by Dr. Jameson and Rev. Dr.
Job Cunningham, formerly of a population of one million.
John Smith Lowe.
23.
Rockland and Vinalhaven, and
Captain Kalloch’s brother Ralph,
The secretary’s report was read
Six of the clubs of Division No.
Captain Tom Sweeney of Rock is port representative at Olan, in 9 were represented, those present
by Milton M. Griffin and a report,
land. And you may rest assured charge of American shipping there.
from the division including C Ev showing very satisfactory financial
erett Page of
Dover-Foxcroft; condition, was presented by Joseph
present
lieuteant
governor,
Ro- Emery, Sr., treasurer. Eleven in
r And Did TUy Work?
On “Approved” List land Spear of South Brewer,J. past
corporators were present.
The
lieutenant governor, and three men nominating committee consisted of
Knox County Chapter Con Knox Hospital Selected By from the Waterville club, each H. P. Blodgett, R. S. Sherman and
gratulated Upon the Sur
the American College Of wearing red shirts and yellow neck Dr. John, S. Lowe.
ties,
Mrs. Virginia S. Dunn, R. N., su
gical Dressings It Made
Surgeons
Almon M. Young, chairman of the perintendent, who succeeded Miss
Three rousing cheers for Knox
Health and morale on the home War Honor Roll committee, an Ellen C. Daly, R. N., who had
County Chapter Red Cross dress front promote success on the battle nounced that the Honor Roll board served the hospital since May 7,
ings for the valiant work accom fronts. Hospitals play a major part would be increased in size shortly, 1930, presented a comprehensive
and that 50 names were to be added; report of the hospital for the 41st
plished.
in conserving health and main Paul Plourde, soon to enter the
year since establishment.
In November was sent to us 225,- taining morale. Announcement by armed service, was presented a gift
Highlights ot this report were the
000 dressings to be made and the American College of Surgeons from the club. Omer Kirk of Ban- statement that there were 1636 adshipped by Dec. 31. And did they of 3,253 hospitals in the United gor and Stafford M. Congdon of i missions jn 1943 as compared with
States and Canada, which (were ap Rockport and Rockland, were guests 1180 in 1942; the number at pa
work! One branch worked all
proved cn the basis of 1943 sur of members.
tient days was increased by 1202;
day, then into the night, until 1.30 veys, and which include 264 more
Following President Grossman’s the average stay per occupancy was
a m„ to finish its quota, and it institutions than were approved a talk Dr. Donald T. Leigh showed
36 as compared to 34 the previous
did not mean maybe!
year ago, proves that hospitals are two reels of pictures, one on sports
year, and the average stay per pa
” IRockland was on duty valiantly upholding their part in the war ef and the other on news.
tient was 12 days, exactly the same
with all the others. It certainly fort. By minimizing deaths and dis
as in the year 1942.
was gratifying to receive from abilities from disease and injury,
The total operating expense was
Col.
Rice
Honored
headquarters this fine compli they prevent waste of valuable man
$78,227
as compared to $69,169 The
ment:
power needed in the production of
Col. Albert S. Rice, who was born gross income was $73,965 as com
“My dear Mrs. Leighton: Your war materials and other vital ac in Rockland, Aug. 10, 1897, son of
pared to $65,983 last year; and in
Chapter may well be proud of the tivities.
Mervyn ap Rice and Nellie (Dow) creased cost of $1,076 over the pre
fine work it has done in meeting
Relaxation of efforts to cure and Rice; grandson of the late Judge
the December 31 deadline, and we to check disease would cause far Albert S .Rice; and brother of vious year. The amount received
at headquarters offeT our congratu- greater loss of life than enemy ac Captain Keryn. ap Rice, all of from patients in 1943 was $73,064 as
latins on the excellent shipping tion. In fact, advances in medical Rockland, was decorated at a compared to $59,345 in 1942. State
record you have made now and al science since the beginning of the ceremony in the War Department ] cases and maternal welfare was 68
war, have saved many more lives Dec. 24. A copy of the Citation as compared to 81 of a year ago.
ways.”
$3,657 represents the amount of
Many women got up earlier and than have been lost in warfare. follows:
free
service contributed to the pub
stayed up later to do all this patri The lcwest death rate in the history
Legion of Merit
otic work We fear it will not be of the United States death regis
Col. Albert S Rice, Ordnance lic welfare of the community.
The per capita cost, based on to
_ the last call for ejctra effort, and tration area, 10.4 per thousand, was Department, U. S. Army for ex
we know’ that so long as need is ur recorded in 1942. In Canada the ceptionally meritorious service in tal expenditures in all departments
gent Knox County will stand by 1512 rate w’as 9.7 per thousand, also the performance of executive du was 47% percent as compared to
and do the work needed.—K. 6. F. the lowest ever recorded. Indies.' ties during the period 28 July, 1942 46 percent in 1942. The daily per
capita cost of provisions for- all per
tions are that the 1943 rates in the to 9 May. 1943
sons
fed averaged 15% cents as com
' two countries may be even lower.
As Chief of the Ammunition Sup
Boynton To Run
pared
with 16% cents in 1942.
In the list of Maine’s approved ply Division, Officer of the Chief
It
was
necessary to suspend the
George E. Bcynton of Camden hospitals is the Knox County Gen Ordnance Officer, SOS, ETOUSA,
who lost out by a small margin in eral Hospital of Rockland, its ca Col. Rice organized and established school of nursing as it did not meet
the four-cornered contest for the pacity given as 72 patients.
the ammunition supply program the requirements of the State
Republican County Commissioner
for the North African expedition. board of nurse examiners. Five
Despite
severe
administration second year students were trans
nomination two years ago, an
handicaps, he directed the opera ferred to the Central Maine Gen
nounced yesterday that he will be
tions of the Ammunition Supply eral Hospital in Lewiston, Sept. 20,
FATIUT
a candidate again in the June pri
1943. Four senior students were
Division with calm efficiency.
maries. “And you may say” he
WAR ■
Subsequently, as Deputy Chief transferred to Lewiston, Nov. 20,
added, “that this time I am going
H
_>*BOND
DAT
Ordinance
Officer, SOS. ETOUSA, 1943 to complete their training. A
to take off my coat and work.”
his
superior
technical ability and graduate staff has been employed
tnr smtmt—ttn mutt
exemplary
conduct
was a constant to fill these vacancies.
Buy War Bonds and Stans*
Due to the higher cost of profes
source of confidence and inspira
sional
service, labor, materials, suption to the officers and men with
whom he came in contact.
The plies and equipment, it was necesprofessional
and
technical
skill
and sary to increase our hospital rates
OFFICES OF DR. LEIGH
broad knowledge of ammunition to help care for the increased cost
On and after Wednesday, Jan. 12, the Offices of
supply displayed by this officer re- of operation.
fleet great credit on himself and , In the dietary department Miss
Dr. Donald T. Leigh, Osteopathic Physician, will be
on the armed forces of the United Margaret Adams and her assistants
located at—
States.
Entered military service have carried a heavier load than the
from
New
Jersey.
23-A Summer Street
previous year and most efficiently.
Command of Lt. Gen. Devers; Total diets were 73j070 as com
Comer of Union Street, Rockland
David G. Barr. Brigadier Gen. GSC, pared with 71,150 in 1942, but with
Chief of Staff.
a saving of $13 30 Miss Adams ably
The telephone number will be 506-W
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS
ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

103-22

By Universal Demand

THE SOUTHERNER
CASPEDIAN ORCHESTRA
Direct from the Blue Boom of Hotel Imperial,
New York City

Camden Opera House, Friday, Jan. 7
Tickets 50c; Service Men 25c; Tax Incl.

Special—Regular-Dance Every Wednesday Night
Auspices Victory Committee

One
One
One
One
One

FOR SALE
Small Oil Burning Room Heater.. .. .. .. $20.00
Libertine 6V Battery Radio, complete. 25.00
R.C.A. 2V Battery Radio, complete .. 22.50
Philco Car Radio, complete, installed . 25.00
Emerson Table Model A.C. Set.. .. .. .. .. 20.00
W. H. EMERY, Radio Service

260 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 890-W
3*lt

The second and final week of the
Union Evangelistic Crusade spon
sored by the Protestant Churches of
Rockland opened at the First Bap
tist Church Sunday with fine audi
ences at afternoon and evening
services.
At the 3 o’clock service Mr. Gess
wein dealt with seme of his exper
iences in the great spiritual awaken
ing in Norway in which he had
some part just prior to the Nazi
invasion of that beautiful coun
try. He sought to show that
prayer offered to God by those who
had put Him first in their lives was
responsible for Norway’s wonderful
revival. Mr. Gesswein’s evening
message was a challenge to know
♦he will of God for one’s life. The
speaker brought out the truth that
it was possible for all to know God’s
will for their lives if they were will
ing to pay the price.

The singing by “Billy” Hoyt was
an attractive and inspirational
feature of the services. The union
choir under his direction sang a
message that was most helpful to
the interested audience. Music, un
der Mr. Hoyt’s direction will con
tinue to be a strong feature of the
services.
Tuesday night there are to be
delegations from the churches of
the surrounding towns. The Cot
tage prayer meetings will continue
throughout the week at 10 o’clock.
There will be a special Bible study
session each afternoon at 3 o'clock,
with Mr. Gesswein giving an ex

position from the Acts of the Apos
(By Tne Roving Reporter)
tles. There will be a prayer meet
ing each evening at 7 o'clock.
Mayor Hodgdon C. Buzzell of . c-ther side of the Continent came
The services will continue with
Belfast
has been appointed Judge j yesterday in a letter postmarked
the exception of Saturday, and the
of
Probate
for Waldo County to ; “Los Angeles." The sender was
Crusade will come to a close next
till
the
unexpdred
term of the late i W. J. Hatton, one of this newsSunday evening.
Judge Ellery Bowden. That meets 1 pape 's oldest subscribers, and a
bonds which are the lowest with my approval if we don't have frequent contributor of interest
The Bank Meetings porate
in many years, we have turned to to call him Judge instead of “Hod.'' ing letters. “It has been a pleas
ure to me to receive the paper twice
the U. S. Government bond market
Rev.
Mr.
Overman,
the
Rockport
a
week.” he writes.
First National and Knox for investments, and find that 63%
pastor
who
lost
a
cat,
as
noted
in
our assets are in Government
Trust Stand Pat On Officers of
One year ago—Joseph W. Rob
bonds and 31% in cash. Deposits this column, writes:
“
Yes,
Martha
the
calico
cat
came
inson
and Herbert C. Newbegin
—Loan and Building
continue to increase. and now
home.
A
kind
neighbor
saw
her
were
elected
presidents of the First
amount to $3,890,750. However, our
Elects
National
Bank
and Kno* Trust
outside
the
house
and
brought
her
capital position is strong, amount
!
The First National
Company,
respectively
—J. A. Jame
ing to $125,000 Common Stock, $177- home, which made household very
The annual meeting of The First 000. Surplus and $66,257.14 Undivid happy. A number of people both son was re-elected president of
National Bank of Rockland was ed Profits, or a total of $370,257.14 in Rockland and Rockport have the Loan & Building Association_
held at its banking rooms this
“During the past year the bank been very solicitous of her fate. Wt- The Merchant Marine casualty list
morning when the following direc has co-operated in every way with even received a call from Hotel contained the name of Allan Tor
tors were elected: Fred A. Carter, the O P A. and have handled many Rockland, saying a cat that an rey Smith, 51, of Deer Isle—Mrs.
Kennedy Crane, Joseph Emery. Ed millions of points as a result of swered that description arrived Gilmore W. Soule was elected
ward F. Glover, Harold S. Leach, coupon Ration Banking. We have to do with it. One of the men put president of the Woman’s Aux
Joseph W. Robinson William San- devoted much time to the sale of there and they didn’t know wiiat iliary of St. Peter’s Church—-Rob
som and William D. Talbot. At the war bonds and are pleased to re it out, but it came right back in. ert E. Pendleton was elected high
directors’ meeting following, these port that $594,063.50 have been pur I hope somebody else finds their priest of King Solomon’s Temple
Chapter—Among the deaths: New
officers were elected for the ensuing chased thrugh the bank during the pet. Thanks for everything.”
Haven, -Lowell Eugene Tripp, 55;
year: Joseph W Robinson, presi iyear just closed.
Rockland, Mrs. George Soffayer, 70;
Rockland
is
losing
an
old-time
dent; Joseph Emery, vice president
“We regret the loss, by death, of
Isle au Haut, John Kempton Bar
barbershop.
It
has
been
run
by
and cashier; and Chauncey M. D. Director Philip L. Smith.”
ter, 80.
living
Elwell
for
over
50"
years.
Keene, assistant cashier.
Knox County Trust Company
Lately the proprietor broke his
President Robinson, in his report
This banking institution today re wrist, which accident promises to
The Rotary Club —
’to the stockholders, said:
elected the following officers:
handicap
him
in
his
work
—
Lewis

“We close another year still oper
Herbert C. Newbegin, president; ton Journal.
Rockland Rotary Club’s ace ora
ating under a war economy and
Elmer B. Crockett and Morris B.
tor, E, Carl Moran, was pinch hit
And
of
course
the
State
Chat
edi

wartime conditions.
Perry, vice presidents; Lendon C. tor intended no pun.
ter as speaker Friday, giving i
“With decreasing loans and corJackson, Jr., treasurer; Harold S.
clear presentation of the theorie
Davis and Leon W Sanborn, assist
of municipal government.
Despite
the
prolonged
cold
wave
assisted by the canning center di
ant
treasurers.
“We are the power in govern
there
is
still
open
water
in
Lerrectors and volunteer
workers,
ment”, the speaker said, and “pdb
Branch
Managers
—
Harold
S.
Da

mond
’
s
’
Cove.
It
~is
hailed
with
canned 724 cans of vegetables at a
vis, Camden; John H. Williams, glee by the seagull tenants, who lie officials should know who i
great saving to the hospital
their boss”.
Stating that th
The roster of personnel in the Union; Leon W. Sanborn, Vinal probably get all cramped up sitting
"town meeting” form of govern
on the ice.
armed services is: Howard L. Apol- haven.
ment
was pure democracy, he sail
Directors—Charles H. Berry, Put
lonio, M. D.; Frederick C. Denni
I
now
have
no
further
excuse
for
that
a
city, such as Rockland, ”1
son, M. D.; Paul A. Jones, M. D. nam P. Bicknell, J. C. Creighton, mixing up my dates unless it is
a
form
of representative govern
Harry C Tounge, M. D.; Gilmore W. Elmer B. Crockett, Alfred C. Hock
because
I
am
bewildered'
by
the
ment
”
,
and
that he thought i
Soule, M. D.; Wesley N. Wasgatt, ing, A. C. McLoon Lincoln E. Me
beauty of the calendars which have “right that the council appoint thi
M. D.; Bertha Johnson, R. N.; Iva Rae, H. C. Newbegin, Morris B. been sent to The Black Cat. Among
committee.” He deplored “the ut
M. Jones, R. N.; Virginia Richards, Perry, Charles E. Starrett and Ar those to whom I am indebted are
ter
lack of interest -by the grea
thur K. Walker.
R. N.; and Hilda Wall, R. N.
Ralph A. Spear of 134 Walnut mass of our c’tizens”.
In his annual address to the
Improvements included: two bas
street, Philadelphia, branch man
“The first thing that I would d<
sinets for nursery; triplicate re shareholders, President Newbegin ager of the American National Co
would be to take the names of pol
ceipt system in bookkeeping office; said:
operative Exchange; R. Adams of itical parties trom the ballot”, Mr
“The year 1943, the second full
electric utensil sterilizer; identifica
the -Harvey Steel Company, Allston, Moran stated. He said that he wai
year
of the war, has found your
tion beads for the new born; wait
Mass.; the Waldoboro Garage Co., in favor of any municipality hav
ing room in basement for use of bank enjoying its full share of par The Bald Mountain Calendar Com ing a “planning board”.
X-ray and laboratory department; ticipation in the expanding volume pany and C. H. Moor & Co.
Mr. Moran was introduced by hi!
redecoration of rooms 10, 11, 15 and of business activity. As you will
former schoolmate, Joseph W
maternity ward, complete, including note by the statement we have
Someone sends me a copy of the Robinson, president.
beds and bedside tables main kitch had another considerable in Plymouth CN. H.) Record.
I
The speaker who is prograrr
en and diet kitchen; washing of crease in the total of deposits. This strongly suspect that the sender chairman for January, announcec
walls and ceilings in operating room increase has enabled us to further was my good friend Bill Poster, ex that Harrison C Greenleaf woulr
suite, dietary department, corri assist in the requirements of the cept that a former newspaper man speak before the club Jan. 14. Prof
dors and private rooms and new government for the raising of ad would probably have marked what Orren C. Hormell, professor of gov
ditional funds with which to pros he wished me to see. Guilty or
unit for coffee urn.
ernment at Bowdoin College, Jan. 21
Sincere thanks are accorded the ecute the war to the fullest extent. not guilty, Bill?
and John Baxter of the Baxter
Nurses’ Aids and volunteer workers Our investment in Government Se
packing company, Brunswick. Jan
Students of astronomy will be 28. He also said that Kenneth C
for their valuable service to our pa curities has of necessity been con
tients and to the hospital. Ac fined largely to issues of short ma mightily interested next Thursday MSills, president of Bowdoin,
morning when the moon moves College, would be the speaker Feb
knowledgement was made for gen turities.
“
While
gross
earnings
for
1943
eastward in such manner as tc 4 and that Elisabeth May Craig
erous gift trom the Ladies’ Auxil
have
shown
continued
Improvement
completely
obscure the brilliant of Washington, columnist of one ol
iary of a pair of obstetrical stirrups
they
have
been
offset
in
some
de

planet
Jupiter.
The phenomenon Maine’s daily papers, would prob
for the delivery room; a payment of
gree
by
the
increased
cost
of
doing
is
scheduled
to
occur
between 8 and ably appear before the club Feb.24
$207.96 toward linen supplies; and
•
business.
However,
net
earnings
9
a.
m.
for afternoons given to sewing for
Mrs. Craig is to be the guest of Mr
the hospital. Thanks were ex ' for the year will be in a favorable
and Mrs. Moran for a few days.
New Years wishes from the
tended to H. P. Blodgett for a clock position. While it is always dan
Forty-five were present includ
for the maternity department; to gerous to anticipate the future we
ing Frank Morrow, president, and
son Bird, L Lawton Bray, Thomas
the Brownie Scouts at Thanksgiv believe that we are in a position to
Allen Payson, secretary, otf the Cam
H Chisholm, Walter P. Conley,
ing, the Senior Service Scouts and look forward to 1944 with confi
den club, and Alan Stubbs ol
Charles H. Duff, Burton E. Fland
dence.”
the Salvation Army.
Springfield, Vt.; and Philip C.
ers, Edward F. Glover, J. Albert
Loan and Building
Mrs. Dunn, in closing her report
French of Rockland and Charles E
Jameson, J. Fred Knight, Leforest
stated: “I wish to express my ap
The 56th consecutive annual A Thurston and) Walter H. Spear, West of the U. S. Navy, were
guests of members.
preciation to the board of trustees meeting of shareholders of the
Mrs. Evelyn R. McKusic was re
for confidence and support and to Rockland Loan and Building Asso
elected auditor.
all the employes for their continued ciation was held last night, the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Immediately following the meet
efficient co-operation, I wish to ex following board of directors, all ing of the shareholders, the board
If I had my life to live again I
press my deep appreciation.”
re-elections were named: A. Jud- of directors re-elected the follow would
have made a rule to read some

BASKETBALL
TONIGHT—TUESDAY
Thomaston High School Gym
Camden Army Base vs. Thomaston High Boys
AND

Thomaston High girls vs. Thomaston High Alumnae
GAME CALLED 7.30.

ADMISSION 25c, 4*c, plus tax

3

ing officers: J. Albert Jameson,
president; Edward F. Glover, vice
president; I. Lawton Bray, seerctary-treasurer; J. Albert Jameson,
Walter H. Spear and Charles H.
Duff, finance committee; Gilford
B. Butler, attorney.
Reports showed a very’ success
ful year with the association, 216
new members being admitted to
membership
Dividends totaling
$17,61634 were paid to sharehold
ers and $6380.79 was credited to
the surplus account.

poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

ANNE RUTLEDGE
Out of me unworthy and unknown
The vibrations of deathless music:
“With malice toward none, with
charity for all.”
Out of me the forgiveness of millions
toward millions.
And the beneficent face ot a nation
Shining with Justice and truth.
I am Anne Rutledge who sleep be
neath these weeds.
Beloved In life of Abraham Lincoln.
Wedded to him. not through union.
But through separation.
Bloom forever, O Republic,

From the dust of my bosom!
—Edgar Lee Master*

The Courier-Gazette

Tffi COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW
Let no man seek his own, but
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
every man another’s wealth.—1
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Cor. 10:24.
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consclidated March 17, 1897.
Book Review
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
(By K. S. F.)
The

Secret of

[EDITORIAL]

Pooduek Island.

By Alfred Noyes. Published by
Frederick A. Stokes, New’ York. This
English poet is a versatile gentle
man with his pen.
Giving as many sides to his free
flowing concepts of beauty, as one
encounters in the glints of a well
cut jewel placed in the sunshine is
Mr. Noyes’ production. In all his
work he shows a quick and healthy
sense of humor.
In this imaginative story, seated
off the coast of Maine, we have the
first of his children’s books, which
will not be confined to young minds,
but enjoyed by all ages—-those who
get pleasure out of a creative skill
in episodes portrayed, suggestive of
fairyland, with birds and butter
flies; small animals and fishes; with
plenty of squirrels as we find here
flourishing into a delightful tale.
One feels the poesy of his mind hi
every page of gentle appreciation in
his thoughts. Pooduek Island has a
boy, Solo by name, who has un
usual love for and knowledge of ani
mals . Squirrels are really the
heroes and heroines of this charm
ing story pictured by an artist, Flora
Nash DeMuth, who has clever abili
ty to catch the spirit of every in
cident as intended.
Alfred Noyes spends his Summers,
when possible, on the coast of
Maine, where he finds contentment
and time to write. A charming
bound volume and another book of
quality to be added to the large
library of works written on the
lovely State of Maine, especially our
islands.
Kathleen S. Fuller.
(Reprinted for Correction)
"Under The Bridge,” an autobi
ography. Author Ferris Greenslet.
Publishers, Houghton Mifflin Com
pany, Boston.
Not for many moons has a book
come off the press with so much of
mellow good-fellowship, intimate
knowledge of men of affairs of this
country and Europe and vivid liter
ary aura of facts in historical presen
tation of having lived through them,
as we find in this brilliant story of
the period penetrated to the full by
Ferris Greenslet.
In the new demand for quality bv
the reading public, which has been
over-fed with light stuff, there is
demand for real literature, and this
we find in ‘‘Under The Bridge.”
Mr. Greenslet, a shrewd literary
valiant spirited artist, know's the
publishing business in every mood
and sidelight of its needs. He also
ts an historian of no mean calibre,
with penetrating sense of values in a
mind packed with orderly stores of
brilliant memories.
The book shows an earnest heart
lor friendships with persons of parts.
The author has caught me up in an
aesthetic atmosphere, breathing a
beauty of emotional thought seldom
found in writings of today. His hu
mor is charming in its serene finish.
He delights in the subtle flavors of
unusual words which brings the leth
argic mind up with a round turn and
a rush for the dictionary.
There is a mellow glow’, ail
through, of good fellowship. His
chapter about Park street affairs
and connection with the Boston
Publishing House of dignity is de
lightfully told. The author’s love of
life in the out-of-doors—fishing,
mountain climbing, walks for health
and all the elements that round out
a he-man is a delight. Friendships
with musicians, love of that great
est of the arts. His audacity in call
ing a man of literary acumen, a
‘‘magnificent old goat” gives a cer
tain zest to the reading.
Mr. Greenslet s chief luxury in life
is fishing; he is a full fledged artist
in this sport.
His style is crisp and juicy with
contagious fun — 4 ike a sense cf
enriched life at hand to the discour
aged with his picturesque descrip
tions of events. He hits the target
so straight it’s easy to see the pano
rama in full and he gives high praise
to writers of our land.
When I had finished reading this

SEAT COVERS
Save the interior of your

car •

pleted his physical training course
at Athens, Ga. and has been
transferred to the U. S. Naval Air
Sta., Olathe. Kans. He is the son
of Mrs. Nestor S Brown of Mave
rick street. Rockland.
• • • •
The address of Pfc. William A.
Ellingwocd, Jr., son of Mrs. Wil
liam A. Ellingwcod of Rockland,
and the late Dr. Ellingwood, is:
ASN-31151175, Hq., and A. B. Sqdn.,
Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
* • • • •
Otis R. Lewis, C.C.M . U. S. Navy
Seabees, stationed at Camp Peary,
Va., on an 8-days’ leave, is visiting
at his heme in Ash Point.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TVVICE-A-WEEK

Consternation has been caused in the
Northern part of the State by the Wash
CLOSING
TWO LARGE ington announcement that the Eangcr and
Houltcn air bases are to be closed, under a
AIRPORTS
curtailment move. According to Senator
Brewster the reason given for the War Department’s action is
that the number of bases to be used in the immediate future
will be far fewer than during the early years of the war. In
the course of an editorial, captioned ‘ Cheap At the Price,”
the Banger Daily News yesterday said:
Can’t the local protesters understand the sianificance of
this statement? It is impossible that they DON’T WANT to
understand it. Our Government constructed Dow Field mili
tary air-base at the cost of millions of dollars—and now we
see that, most likely, it will never be needed fcr purposes of
defense. BUT OUR GOVERNMENT WAS RIGHT. That
defense-precaution would have been justified if a single enemy
plane had ever adventured over this area. The precaution
WAS justified because it was insurance against a war-possi
bility. The precaution was justified because, expensive though
it proved, it was nevertheless that ounce of prevention which
was better than a ton of cure.
With huge plants like those at Bangor and Houlton go
ing into the discard we are left to wonder what may be the
fate of the Naval air stations, which has been in course of
construction the past three years, and which is still lacking
the finishing touches. Knox County was naturally much
pleased that the Government should decide to spend so much
money (well above a million dollars) within its borders, won
dering all the while as to its ultimate fate. If it is to have a
practical use, now or after the war, it will be well worth the
lavish outlay, but if it is to remain merely in the role of a
‘‘white elephant—But why speculate?

If the findings of the Gallup pell are
to be seriously accepted as a forerunner of
the approaching Presidential nomination
Wendell Willkie’s chances would appear to
be on the wane. In his home State of In
diana, for instance, Willkie’s percentage dropped from 30 in
September* to 22 today, ‘while Dewey’s increased from 30 in
September to 35 today—all in spite of his repeated denials that
he will be a candidate. This, of course, is only a straw but
taken in conjunction with the showing in the East Central
States (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan) cannot fail to
carry a certain amount of conviction. The four mest popular
candidates in that group are Dewey, 37 percent; Bricker, 21;
MacArthur, 15; and Willkie. 13. Bricker, of course, occupies
the runner-up position, because of the large vote he would
receive in his home State of Ohio. But Willkie in last place!
We liave been among Wendell Willkie’s most sincere admirers
from the moment he was nominated four years ago, and still
consider him one of the world’s ablest men, but we cannot
blind ourselves to the fact that he has an enormous capacity
for making enemies, a handicap which might spell the differ
ence between a brilliant success next November or another
in the long series of dreary defeats.

• • • a

South Thomaston, Jan. 8
On New Years Day, Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Jameson received a
cablegram from her son Robert
(Bob) Kalloch who is in North
Africa, and a telegram from her
son Donald, who is in California
Their addresses are: T.5 Robert E.
Kalloch, 31330435. APO 4878. care
Postmaster. New York, N. Y.; and
Pvt Donald Kalloch. 31323858. APO
7447, care Postmaster. San Francisco, calif. The complete ad.
dresses, not permissible here, may
be obtained from the family.
'
Frank Bunker, Sic, formerly of
North Haven, and son of L. C. (and
the late Sarah M.) Bunker arrived
in the U. S. at the St. Albans Naval Hospital, Dec. 1st for treatment.
It ls expected that he may be recovered enough to enjoy a leave ci
absence in the near future when
he will visit his sister Mrs. Helen

B. Marden cf North Haven, and
Mr. Bunker at Vinalhaven. He was
in London during the German
bombing of Oct. 10. His son, Frederiek Bunker, Sic was cn the same
; ship, and father and son saw service together.
I
• • • •
' Wcrd has been received frem
Ralph T “Bud” Clark. Jr., that
he has arrlved at San Francisco.
He is stationed at Treasure Island,
attending advanced welding school.
recently eraduated *°m Went*
*3rth Institute in Boston, Mass.,
where in addition to his regular
work, he made a very fine record
i as director of the band. He spent
a £,ix days’ leave with his wife and
parents at his home on Lawn Avenue Rockland. His new address
is; Flc< A N.T.S. 823-CO-32, Treas1 ure isiand. Barracks I, San Francisco, Calif.
i
• • • •
' AC Richard S. Brown has com

Mrs Frank Newhall of Rockland
received an interesting letter from
her brother. Corp. Bernard L. Rob
erts. During his stay in an Italian
hospital he met one of his friends
he has known all his life. Pvt.
Henry Cross.
9 • • •

his rating of Carpenter’s Mate 2d
class. His address is: Henry L.
Dodge, C.M.2c. Group m, S. S
Norfolk, Virginia, NOB.
• • • •
Aviation Cadet Maurice Arthur
Marston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A Marston of Spruce street
Rockport, recently arrived at the
59th Army Air Forces Flying
Training Department, Helena, Ar
kansas At this field, he is taking
his Primary Flight Training to be
come a pilot in the Army Air
Forces. He graduated from Rock
port High School.
• • • •
Harold Weaver, son cf Mr and
Mrs. Herbert Weaver of Warren,
who is in Sicily, has just recently
been promoted to corporal.
• • • •
Corpl. Bcwdoin. Miller cf the
Jackson Army Air Base at Jackson.
Miss, is spending a furlough with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miller, Warren.
• • • •
Edward Wilson, cook second
class, U. S. Merchant Marine, ar
rived heme Sunday to spend a
leave with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wilson, Wlarren.
• • * •
Word has been received by Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Overlook, East War
ren, that their son, Lieut. Fred V.
Overlock, U.S.M.C., has arrived safe
ly overseas.

Hiram L. Ingerson of Grace
street, Rcckland, has received an
interesting “V”-mail letter from
Commander Benjamin W. Dunton.
who for several years was master
of steamboats of the Eastern
Steamship Lines, ar.d who resided
in Rockland. He wrote, “Ran
across Ralph Kalloch, a brother to
Charlie. I also saw Capt. Job
Cunningham a while back.” Com
mander Dunton is in charge of
one cf the vessels operated by the
Pvt. Clyde Saunders of the U. S.
Sprague S. S. Co. cf Boston. His
Army,
Louisiana, Is spending a
letter dated Dec. 16, is headlined.
furlough
with his parents, Mr. and
“Some Place in Africa.’”
Mrs. Charles Saunders, Warren.
• • • •
• • • •
Henry L. Dodge, son of Mr. and
Pfc.
Russell
Fales U.SM.C.,
Mrs. Lorenzo Dodge, has received

Dunedin. Fla , has been spending
a furlough of a few days with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Fales, South Warren, and will report for dfuty at Camp Elliot, Calif- w
Pvt. Clarence Waltz of Camp
Cooke, Calif., formerly of Warren'
has been visiting relatives and
friends in Warren, and Union, and
his brother. Maynard Waltz in
Keene. N. H., while on furlough.
• • • •
Pfc. Howard Martin, USMC, of
Santa Ana. Calif., is spending a
furlough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Martin, West Warren,
• • • •
George Gherardi. Sic, US.C.G,
has returned to his duties following
a 7-days’ leave spent with his wife
and family of 60 Grove street,
Rockland.
• • • •
The new address of Fred' B.
Ycung of Friendship is: !B.M.2c,
US N.'R . UBJN.AS., Eagle Moun
tain Lake, Fort Worth .Texas
• • • •
Pvt. Osmond! F. Palmer, son of
Mr and Mrs. Osmond A Palmer of
Rockland may be addressed: 16th
Co., 4th Tng., Regt., A.S.T.P., B.T.C.
Fort Bennlng, Ga.
• • • •
Miss Harriette L Richardson.
Yeoman, 3c, of the SPARS, daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs. Millard S.
Richardson of Rankin street,
Rockland, has been transferred
from Palm (Beach, Fla., to South
Carolina. Her address is: Ufl.C.O.,
(W.R.), U. S. Naval Barracks,
Tradd street. Charleston, S. C.
• • • •
(Continued on Page Six)
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Commenting upon the fact that more
than 3000 cars crossed the Carlton Bridge
within 24 hours, the Bath Times well says
that it is doubtful if a system of ferrying
cculd be developed to take care of it with
out causing delays that would have very detrimental results to
the State’s war efforts. The movement for a bridge at Bath
across the Kennebec was started in 1920 by Luther Maddocks
of Boothbay Harbor. The original bill called for a free
bridge. In due course it became evident that this was im
practicable of attainment. Senator Carlton finally consented
to compromise on a toil bridge and the bridge resolve was
adopted by an overwhelming vote. Nov. 15, 1927, the bridge
was formally opened for traffic. Since that time through act
of the Legislature the bridge has been made free of toll.
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American Travelers
are the world’s best

sports!
>m(£

The people who run your railroads know it!

All eyes this week are focused on ChiREPUBLICANS eago, where the preliminary plans are to be
ARE ALL ~ made for the approaching Republican NaAGOG
tional Convention. Where and when this
convention will be held are, of course, sub
ordinate to the question of who the nominees will be. The
name of Gov. Earl Warren of California has been added to
the list of possibilities, and his name will be used in the Cali
fornia primary election in May, but the popular Western
executive is modest enough to be satisfied with the vice
presidential nomination if it comes his way.

T!'HEY'VE seen a

soldier take care of a

mother’s baby, to give her a chance

because there are too few porters to give

Poull

everybody service.

to go to the dining car.
They’ve seen a mother give up the ex

tra berth she had bought for her little

/ girl—so that a soldier could have it.

HEY’VEfseen a sailor, after sitting up

Live F|

all night in a day conch. Jump to his

Highest Fri
of I

T

feet as a little old lady came down the aisle.

Trucks Ca|

They’ve seen men and women vacate a

car without a murmur—when they were

(neural

They’ve seen cars full of travelers still

cheerful, after being held up a full hour
on a side track —to let emergency troop
trains pass.

asked to find seats in other cars as best

Maini

they could, to make room for inductees.

TEL. 2-2201

They’ve seen people sitting on the arms
of seats—talking, joking and laughing in overcrowded cars.

HEY’VE seen people standing in line

T

Little thing8...not of vital importance

to buy their tickets—uncomplaining,

Clint<

In

themselves, perhaps. But added together,

because they know that wartime ticket

OPl

multiplied a thousandfold, they make

offices cannot be staffed with enough

The heavy snowfall has forced many
WALK ON THE pedestrians into the street. For their own
LEFT HAND welfare let us hope they will obey the in. SIDE
junction so often stressed in this paper,
namely, to walk on the left hand side of the
road. If this advice mystifies you, ask any motorist.

•

F

’

WITHOUT
BRIDGE,
WIIAT?

That astute Lewiston newspaper man,
WILL HE
Cam E. Conner, who has long been endeav
oring to decide the political fate of Gov.
OPPOSE
Sewall. now hears a rumor that hs may de
OWEN?
cide to oppose U. S. Senator Brewster two
years hence. There being any likelihood to this one is left
to wonder whether Gov. Sewall concludes that he stands a
better show of beating Brewster, with the dishorned name,
than he does in downing Representative Hale, who still clings
to his front name of “Robert.” Tire two horns of the dilemma
lie therein.

TALK 01

Dr Edward
on Juvenile D
oral Practitid
gram meeting
tai Society a
Wednesday nil
past president|
_ Society.

WENDELL
WILLKIE
WANING?

We are all pretty much given to daily
WE WILL
following of the radio news commentators,
ALL MISS
and we all have our favorites. Among the
EARL GODWIN latter, with a very large group of listeners,
ls Earl Godwin, whose appearance over Sta
tion WHDH from 8 to 8.15 each night was a source of profit
and enjoyment to all who followed that broadcast. Godwin
delivered his valedictory Friday night, and listeners will miss
the kindly voice of the man who had the happy faculty of
converting a prosaic news despatch into a human interest
story.
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railroad people proud to do their level

trained agents to keep pace with war

Fit|
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best to take care of the traveling public.

time travel.

R0(

w:

’ ITH railroad facilities overburdened

They’ve seen diners make the best of sub

little, maybe, but realizing that they

as never before it is not possible
today to make even necessary wartime travel as comfortable as peacetime

also have shortages at home.

travel. But you can be sure that nothing will be left undone, that can be done,

stitutions on the menu—grumbling a

book, I felt I had been sitting in the 1 the world thrown on the screen.
Halls of Wisdom with the wise of
—K. S. F.

MESEHT, USED
FATK

They’ve seen strangers helping each
other to get their luggage off the cars—

Hours: 2|
Monday!

to ease your travel.
A public like the American Public gives the railroads something to live up to!
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liday

Jan 13—Thomaston Graduation ex
ercises at High School auditorium.
Jan. 17—Knox County Colby Club
holds 6 30 supper meeting at Cowper
Kettle.
Jan. 21 (3 p. m.) Woman's Educa
tional Club bmeets in the Universa
list vestry
Feb. 7 Lincoln County Ministerial
Assn, meets at Waldoboro Baptist
Church.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14 15—Knox County Camera
Club Exhibition. Community Building
Feb. 16-17 The Junior Class play
•Thumbs Up'' at Rockland High
School auditorium.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22 Hospital Auxiliary benefit
card party at Bok Home for Nurses.
March 6-0—Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
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The Congregational Church Hon
or Roll League will meet Wednes
For Week of Jan. 2 to Jan. 8
day afternoon at 4 o”clock Mem
Meats and Fats—Brown Stamp S bers are to take material for the
in Bock Three good with Stamp R scrap book. Tea will be served.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Ith

HP

i foot ogh
Rockland folks who plodded
downtown this morning through
a foot of snow, blithely leaping
astride three-ioot drifts, nave
their opinion of this Winter,
and I hasten to confirm it. The
Maine Parmer says “snow" for
today and the Old Farmer says
“damp" and b’gosh they're both
right after you've been out a
while. Great fighting weather
for the Rooshians.

Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., is back in his
Rockland home well pleased with
the report given by the Baker Me
morial Hospital, to which he will
return for a final surgical opera
tion Jan 21.

RATION GUIDE

through Jan. 29. Stamp T good J»n.
9 through Jan. 29.
Processed Foods—Green Stamps
D, E, and F in Book Four good
through Jan. 20. Stamps G, 11 and
J good to Feb. 20.
Sugar—Sugar Stamp 29 in bac*
of Book Four valid to Jan. 15 for five
pounds.
Shoes—Aeroplane Stamp number
one in Book TTyee valid for one pair
indefinitely. Stamp 18 in Book One
still valid for an indefinite period,
also.
Fuel Oil—Period Two coupons
valid to Feb. 8. Class four wor|h
10 gallons, class five worth 50 galions. Period three coupons valid
Jan. 4 to March 14.
Tire Inspection—A-car deadline
March 31, B-car deadline and new
C-car deadline Feb. 29.
Gasoline—Number 8 stamps in ABook valid for three gallons through
Feb. 8 .B and B-l, C and C-l cou
pons good for two gallons. Only the
new coupons marked B-2 and C-2
are good for five gallons.

An area appeal committee for
Knox-Waldo Counties and Wal
doboro in Lincoln County, has been
organized by the War Manpower
Commission. This committee meets
in Rockland to hear cases of dis
satisfaction with decisions on state
ments of availability or releases
from employment. Either labor or
management may appeal decisions
rendered by the local Employment
Service office if they feel an injus
tice has been done. Those desiring
further particulars may call the
Employment Service office at 447
Main street; telephone 105.

Dr Edward E. Feaslee will speak
on Juvenile Dentistry For the Gen
eral Practitioner at the war-pro
gram meeting of the Portland Den
tal Society at the Lafayette Hotel
Wednesday night. Dr. Peaslee is a
The Ingraham Bible Class plans
past president of the Maine Dental to hold its annual supper meeting
Society.
Jan. 31. The committee to make
arrangements consists of C. H.
A baked ham supper will be Morey, John L. Stahl and R. S.
served before tonight’s Elks meet Sherman.
ing.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rubin a game party Thursday afternoon at
stein have returned from the “Bos 2.15 and meeting of the corps will
ton markets in the interests of the be at 7.30. All officers are urged to
store they are to open shortly on attend.
Main street.

Mrs. Lawrence Crane and daugh
ter, Nancy leave today for Char
lotte, N C., accompanied as far as
Boston by Mrs. Kennedy Crane.
Judith Felice, daughter 6f Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney I. Segal, was hos
tess to friends Friday, the occasion
being her first birthday. There
■were games and refreshments.

Guy B Howe of Andover, Mass.,
spent the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Howe.

Mrs. Albert J. Rawley of Thomas
ton is employed as assistant to the
chief clerk at the office of the Lo
cal Board No. 1, Knox County Se
lective Service System.

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS
Six Cylinders Only

' "

nROCKLAND
r r iz i * li n '

Poultry Wanted
Live Poultry Wanted
Highest Prices Paid for All Kinds

of Live Poultry
Trucks Call for Large Amounts

Maine Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR, ME.

2-tf

Eaton—At Little Deer Isle, Dec. 31,
to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Eaton, a son—
Samuel Brent.
Eastman—At Little Deer Isle, Dec.
31, to Mr and Mrs. Thomas Eastman,
a son—Zellatus Merrill.
Fournier—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 6.
to Mr and Mrs. Roy Fournier, a son
Joseph Harold.
Jackson—At Murray Nursing Home,
Camden, to Cpl and Mrs. Bernard
Jackson (Doris Weymouth) a son—
Bernard Leroy, Jr.
Demmons—At Rockland. Nov. 6, to
Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Demmons, a
daughter—Sylvia May.
Smallwood—At Rockland, Dec. 21. to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Smallwood,
a daughter—Laurel May.
Aehorn—At Rockland, Dec. 24 to
Mr. and Mrs. Roland A. Aehorn, a son
— David Lee.
Willey—At Rockland. Dec. 30. to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter R. Willey, Jr., a son
—Dennis Edgar
Billings—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 8.
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Billings, a
daughter.

MARRIED
Raymond Sweeney — At Rockland,
Jan. 10, Albert Benoit Raymond, Yeo
man 2c. U.S C G. of Fall River, Mass,
ar.d Mary Lucille Sweeney of Rock
land—by Rev. James F. Savage.

Sehildt—At Georges River Road.
Thomaston, Jan. 9, Jalmar Sehildt.
age 65 years, 12 days. Funeral service
and time to be announced.
Gerry—At Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 5.
Miss Annie Olivia Gerry, formerly of
Thomaston, age 79 years.
Interment
In Thomaston.
Prescott—At Rockland, Jan. 10, Mar
tha Wheeler, wife of Charles F Pres
cott. age 77 years. 9 months, 20 days.
Private funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
from Burpee funeral home. Interment
tn Sea View cemetery.
Piescott—At Rockland. Jan. 6. Rose
L., widow of Walter T. Prescott, age
78 years. 3 months. 18 days. Inter
ment will be In Aehorn cemetery In
the Spring
Day—At Rockland. Jan. 6. Newell S.
Day age 50 years. 4 months. 18 days.
Thibeau—At Rockland. Jan. 5, Mary
Sylvia Thibeau. age 35 years, 5, months
12 days.
Simmons—At
Rockland.
Jan.
4.
Capt. Lewis W Simmons, age 72
years. 9 months, 21 days.
Bartlett—At Rockland. Jan. 10. Bur
ton E. Bartlett, age 48 years, 11
months. 10 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 1 o’clock from Russell funeral
home.
Interment In Orono In the
Spring.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Andrew Wilson, who
passed away Jan. 8. 1941.
Mrs. Andrew Wilson and Family.
Warren.

CARD OF THANKS
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Hours: 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY. WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M
81-tf

We wish to thank our many friends
and neighbors for their kind thoughts
of sympathy in our deep sorrow and
for the beautfiul flowers.
Mrs. Lillian H Breen, Herman E.
Tibbetts, Edwin S Tibbetts.
•

-

CARD OF THANKS
Mrs Melvin H. Jones wishes to ex
press her sincere thanks to the many
friends and relatives of Alice L.
Jones of Port Clyde for their kindnews during her illness, and beautiful
floral tributes at the time of her
death.
•

Beano, GAR. hall, Thursday.
Jan 13—2.15 p. m.—adv.

“Minnie” the well known Bick
nell Block tom cat dropped from
sight during the recent storm,
and search by his owner, Leatrice
Nutt, has been in vain. Minnie is
full grown, all gray, and any in
formation as to his whereabouts
will be joyously received at 516W

Charles E. West, Seamon 2c, Mrs.
West and their daughter Lou^e, are
visiting Mrs. West’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. G. Hellier. Mr. West
who has completed his “boot” train
ing at Newport, R. I., leaves tomor
row to attend a storekeepers’ school
at Hotel Victoria, Boston. Mrs.
Hellier, threatened with pneumonia,
is making good recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Gould
are visiting Mr. Gould’s mother,
Mrs. Fanny Gould. Mr. Gould re
cently returned from London and
his wife, whose home is in Eliza
bethtown. N. C., joined him for a
visit to Maine.
William A. Seavey is now janitor
at the Odd Fellows block, succeed
ing Oliver B. Lovejoy, resigned.
Two Knox County men Ensign
Edwin Edwards, Jr., of Rockland
and Oscar Crie of Thomaston, were
formerly on the S. S. St. Augustine,
which went down last Thursday in
a collision on the New Jersey coast.
They were transferred last Summer,
and are now on distant seas.

Burton Bartlett

Burton E. Bartlett, 48, popular
newspaper representative, in charge
of circulation of the Press Herald
and Sunday Telegram in Rockland
and territory extending to Waldo
boro and into Waldo County, died
shortly after midnight Monday
morning, following three day’s ill
ness of pneumonia Mr. Bartlett
was at his duties Friday of last
week. He succeeded Ralph B. Lor
ing. retired, two and cne-half years
ago.
Deceased was a native of Orono,
son of Prof. James and Caroline
(Ifittangall) Bartlett. Previously
he was in the same capacity in the
Aroostook area and formerly was
pulpwood operator in Machias and
Millinocket. He attended Orono
schools and was a graduate of the
University of Maine.
Survivors are his wife, the former
Pauline Burr; three children, Anne,
James and Stephen; three sisters,
Mrs. Iv .n C. Ames otf East Milli
nocket, Dr. Emily Bartlett of Orono
Mrs. Willard Barber of Wethers
field, Conn., and a brother, Ed
mund H Bartlett, in the armed
forces overseas.
Services will be at Russell funeral
home Wednesday at 1 o'clock. Rev.
E. O Kenyon officiating. Interment
will be in Riverside cemetery, Orono.

Limerock Pomona

Two Interesting Programs

COUTH won 111

■
The Bangor Public Libra
ry is the largest in Maine
and second largest in New
England.—Mr. H.’D. Eaton,
Bangor.

ENGINE RLBtlLOLNG
Tiucks - Tractors
In^JJstnil Engines
Fire Trucks

lUANl’fAtTUitERS

Southworth does your work from
start to finish—it is not “jobbed out.”
That is because our plant is com
plete in every respect. When neces
sary we can even make obsolete or
unobtainable parts.
That’s why
Southworth customers save time and
money and get top quality work.

Printing Machinery
Factory Humidifiers
Precision Machinists

DISTRIBL I OKS
Waukesha, Leroi.
Hercules Buda
Engines and PartiZenith Ca ’buretors
Deluxe Oil Fiiteis

Due to W ir cc: .tracts
only the hiqh priority
work can be accepted

School Basketball

An Oldtime Wreck

Mr. Lane Explains

The Press Herald Circulation And Lonesome For Mail, “the Only Two Survivors When Great Signs of Activity Up At Charter Does Not Expect the
Sch. Juliette Went Onto
Council To Be a Rubber
Principal Blaisdell’s
Man Dies Suddenly Of
Greatest Morale Builder”
Fawn Bar In ’86
Stamp, Alderman Says
Pneumonia
Writes Dr. Soule
Institution

Dr. Donald T Leigh, osteopathic
Presented At All-Day Sesphysician, has moved his office to
sin Here Saturday
23 A Union street, the location
formerly occupied by Dr. Gilmore W.
Limeroc^ Valley Pomona met
Soule, effective tomorrow.
Saturday at Grand Army hall, with
Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F, Pleasant Valley Grange as host.
meets tomorrow night at 7.30. There Pomona Master, George Cunning
ham called the meeting to order,
will be degree work.
and after the usual routine of busiOfflcers of Ralph R. Ulmer Camp ness was disposed of, a program
and Auxiliary, United Spanish War was presented by the host lecturer,
Veterans, will be installed tomorrow Raymond Andersen, who obliged
night in Legion Hall. Camp officers &Y taking over in the absence of
will be installed by George T. Stew- the Pomona lecturer. Readings,
art and Mrs. Ella Hyland will in- stories, musical numbers, remarks,
stall the auxiliary officers. Refresh- etc., preceded the speaker, F. L. S.
ments will be served.
i Morse> who had for his toPic- “The
_____
I Island of Puerto Rico.”
He deMrs. William Todd of Crescent 1 scribed the location, geographic
Beach, Owl’s Head has been elected and otherwise, government, educa“mayor” of the “Southward-Ho” tion, production, exports and habits
trailer park in St. Petersburg. Fla., of the people, its outstanding leadaccording to clipping with picture er, and his influence with the peoof Mrs Todd from a St. Petersburg pie, and; gave in detail so interestnewspaper, received by a Rockland ing to his listeners, that one could
friend of Capt. and Mrs. Todd. Cap- easily visualize each description
tain Todd, now retired, was for- clearly. He brought the important
merly an officer of a vessel of the part these people play in the presEastem Steamship Lines, which ent conflict.
plied between Boston and New j Supper was served by the host
York. Several years ago he was a Grange ladies, Mrs. Nettie Farrand,
Summer resident of Spruce Head. Elizabeth Vinal, Etta Andersen.
The Todds are now at 1850-5th j At the evening session W. Mavenue, North, St. Petersburg, Fla. Cunningham introduced Brother
_____
I James Dornan and his aides for inSpecial Convocation of King Sol- stallation, Albert Goss, marshal,
omon's Temple Chapter Thursday Mrs. Goss, emblem bearer, Mrs.
night. Work in the Mark Master Dornan .regalia bearer, Mildred
Mason degree on a full class of Philbrook, chaplain.
candidates.
The officers are: Worthy Master,
-----------------j Willis Young; overseer, Lloyd
1 Richarcteon; lecturer, Lucia Hop
GRANGE CORNER kins; steward, F. L. S. Morse; as
sistant steward; Leonard Ames;
gatekeeper Fred Rice; Ceres, Myr
Mews items from all of the Pa
tle Farnham; Flora, Alice Grant;
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Pomona,
Sara Young; lady stew-*
here.
ard, Una Ames; executive commit
Acorn Grange of Cushing will tee, Ellena Fredette, George Cun
work the third and fourth degrees ningham. The chaplain will be
Wednesday night on four candi installed at a later date.
dates. Supper will be served. In
A short program was presented,
stallation of officers will be Jan. 19. consisting of remarks from the
In the list of officers recently pub visiting members, musical selec
lished, the name of Mildred Mar tions, greetings, etc, and closed
shall as chaplain, was inadvertently with singing of the hymn, “Jesus,
omitted.
Savior, (Pilot Me,” and a moment
of silent prayer, for the safe re
The WC.T.U. will hold its Janu turn of those reported as missing
ary meeting Friday afternoon, fol and as casualties. It was resolved,
lowing the “Crusade Study Class” that we never will give up the
in the First Baptist Church. Mem-: thoughts, other than the return of
bers are asked to take a basket these brothers.
lunch and remain for the evening
The next meeting will be in Feb
service
ruary with Megunticook of Cam
den. It is expected the new State
For immediate disposal, small Master, Carroll Bean will be pres
group Knox felt hats at one-half ent.
original price; other hats halfprice. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop.
Live bait for sale. H. H. Crie Co.,
Copper Kettle.—adv.
2-3 328 Main St., Rockland.
2tf

ti.rvicf

Lonesome For Maine

SOUTHWORTH MACHINE CO.
fuabhshrd 1*00

30-"V” Warren Ave.,

Portland, Maine

Send in a little known lact oi State-wide interest about
your town. You get $5 ii we publish it. In cane el
duplicate Iacts the one with earliest posf-mark wins.

The Rockland Lions Club is in
receipt of the following letter from
one of its absent members, Dr. Gil
more W. Scule, who is now stationed
at the Army Air Base. Alamogordo,
New Mexico:
• • • •
A very belated note to say I hope
you all had a jolly Christmas and
to wish ycu the very best of New
Years, and I want to thank you for
the very nice “going away” gift and
also the Christmas present you so
kindly sent me. I don’t know what
I would have done so far without
them. One poor but plausible ex
cuse for not writing sooner is that
I have been moving about the
country quite rapidly, and only now
am finally set for a while.
I'm in the Station Hospital here
It's about 65 in day time but you
need a top coat outdoors and blan
kets, in bed, every night. Had
some snow the night of the 26th
which lasted a few hours.
The work is interesting and we
have a fine, well trained group of
doctors and dentists at the hospital
who are taking good care of the
boys.
The geography here is pretty
when you look at the mountains
but hardly any vegetation about
the base — and I was disap
pointed with the Mississippi and
the Rio Grande rivers! crossed the
Mississippi in Iowa—and the Rio
Grande is only 84 miles from
here in El Paso—The Mississippi is
only a stream and the Rio Grande
a mud puddle compared with
some of the rivers in Maine.
I’ve seen New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa,
Nebraska, Colorado Utah, Wyo
ming, New Mexico and Texas so
far. And I’ll still take the State of
Maine rain or shine, fog, snow, hail,
sleet—even the dim out.
Well, any way the Army is doing
a good job. Some of the men don’t
get to do what they were doing in
civilian life and I think teachers,
especially, have a tough break, but
there is very little complaining
and almost everyone is interested
in getting the darned thing over
with by doing the best job
possible as soon as possible.
I've run into a surprising number
of people whom I know or who
know some one I know. Met a
-Sergeant just yesterday who was
a fraternity brother of mine at
Bowdoin. Col. Bostrom from Ban
gor, Maine is the Commanding
Officer of the base here (he flew
MacArthur from the Philippines to
Australia you recall). Met a young

Schooner Juliette (186 tons)
OJrl,s Varslty Basketball Squad is Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
C3pt. Benjamin P. Leach, hailing
In view of .the natural public in
„
.1. x.boundj from
r
frem
Ellsworth,
Frank- ; made up of Gloria Witham, Capterest
in the matter of appointments
fort for New York ran ashore on tain Maizie Johnson. Dorothy
to
various
City Government posiDeer Island ledges, near the North Fletcher. Alice Hall, Betty O'Brien,
j tions. it would be appreciated if you
end of Fawn Bar near midnight Jeanette Gardner Esther Munro.
___
I
would print this letter as an expres
Jan. 9. 1886
Margaret Huntley Shirley Drink- sion of my views.
A heavy sea soon drove the men !
Charlotte Cowan
Betty
Under the charter of the City of
into the rigging. Soon after the
Marguerite
Rockland,
the Mayen- has the remasts went by the board Capt. ^ra^
Matthews
Marilyn
Robishaw
and
'
sponsibility
of nominating City of
Leach, mate and three seamen
ficials
for
appointment,
and the
Margaret
Steeves,
Ann
Tootill.
were washed away.
The
Boy
’
s
Gym
Classes
have
Boy
Council
has
the
responsibility
of
At daybreak the wreck was sightconfirmation.
The
purpose
of
ed by the guards on Deer Island ^aders 85 foll<ws: ^riod 2o^r;
with two men still alive. In at- 'old Axtell, Kenneth Chatto. Robert course is to obtain the combined
tempting to launch a lifeboat, !tLDoT Period 3. John Brann. Jack judgments and approval of the
Mayor and Aldermen. The Council
wculd be upset. After some time
Harold Wiggin: Period
they reached the vessel bringing Clifford Cameron David Hoch. Earl Is supposed to give its considera
Hayford; Period 6, Carnie Thurston, tion to the Mayor’s nominations,
the men ashore.
Albert
Hallowell; Period 7, Onni and act Jn accordance with Its
The two men were Winford Mil
Sherwln judgment; the charter does not re
liken of Fullerton”s Point, four Kangas. Robert Paul,
The
boys quire or expect that the Council be
miles below Ellsworth, and Philip Sleeper, Ervin Wooster.
will
start
testing
on
six
events:
a rubber stamp. There is no re
Treworgy of East Surry.
The following June, the body of Push up, set up, squat thrust, jump quirement .nat the Mayor’s nomi
Capt. Leach was found near Deer and reach pull up. and potato race nations as made be confirmed. That
Island, and identified by his initials I An Intramural League has been would defeat the whole purpose of
worked on his mittens by his wife, organized with these teams: Ma- the responsibility placed upon the
The mittens were still on his hands. rineSi captained by R. L. Dow
* Council. Since the Council had
Capt. Leach was a veteran of the Corps, Harold Wiggin, Navy,
r no official information as to who the
Civil War, serving under DeLong Hayford; Sea Bs, Hazen Sawyer Mayor would nominate it did the
in the Navy for a long time. He Coast Guard, Onni Kangas. The only proper thing under the cir
was a capable Master mariner, liked i teams will play on Thursday an cumstances when he did make his
by aii
j Friday, two games each night, with nominations, that is, hold them up
He is buried in the Remick Ceme- E. Munro and R. Munro as referees, pending reasonable time for con
tery at Fullerton’s Point.
In Varsity Basketball, Onni Kan- sideration. No one who is ac
gas
has been named Senior Man quainted with the City Charter can
F. B. Fullerton
ager, Dale Lindsey, Junior Manager, Intelligently criticise that position.
flyer by the name of Babcock, Kenneth Chatto Sophomore Man- ; The Council is now exercising its
whose grandfather was a patient of &ger and a Freshman Manager ill , right of consideration, and each
' member therefore, now has an op
mine in Rockland—Mr. Babcock, be named soon.
who lived on Beech street and now
The gym floor has been reflnlshed portunity to express its views to its
lives on Camden street, near the and only those with proper shoes own Alderman, an opportunity
which would have been denied to
Glen Cove line. One of the Medical can use the floor.
Administrative Officers is a cousin i Girl leaders for gym are Ruth the public if the Council had failed
to Horace Hildreth by marriage McMahon, Charlotte Cowan. Mary to perform its duty of real consider
(Horace Hildreth was a fraternity Wellman, Edith Carr, Betty OBrlen, ation of appointments as required
brother of mine at Bowdoin). So Norma Blom, Elaine Aehorn Ruth by the City Charter.
John W. (Lane,
you see in spite of being 3000 miles Carter, Lois Nichols, Elizabeth HasAlderman Ward 1
from home—it's a small world.
| kell, Mary Lou Duff, Margaret
However, I’m pretty lonesome for Huntley, Gloria Witham, Joan
For dependable radio service
Maine and I’m sincere when I say Look, Polly Havener and Beverly
call
the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
that mail is the biggest morale Cogan.
517
Main
street. Complete Philco
builder in the Army.
Gil Soule
----------------- 60-tf
____________
The Knox County Colby Club, line,
Funeral services were held Monday morning in Tewksbury, Mass.,
for Lucy W. Taylor, who died last
Friday. Mrs. Taylor had many
friends in this city and Thomaston,
She was a cousin of Deputy Sheriff
Ernest M. Gray, Mrs. Fred Jordan
and Mrs. Kenneth George.

Horace Maxey, president, will hold
a supper meeting Monday night at
6 30 at the Copper Kettle with all
Colby graduates and former students warmly invited. Mrs. Phyllis
Frazer, personnel department head
at the South Portland shipyard will
be the speaker.

.art of her job is

Run into Gregory’s

to let you

Long

before you run

want

know when the

Distance

circuit

you

is busy. Then you can

smack into a

help by canceling your call if

Doctor bill.

it isn’t really urgent.

You don’t mind it ... do you

Doc?
The reason you’re overworked
is because people haven’t been
taking care of themselves the
way they used to.
And it’s so easy when you know
how.
KEEP WARM and the chances
are you’ll keep well.
We have the warm woolen
items you need.

Ladies’ Pile Lined Coats
$29.50
Men’s Sheep Lined Coats
$20, $25
Warm Wool Shirts and
Drawers
$2.25 to $2.75 each
Warm Wool Shirts
$6.50, $7.00
Warm Cashmere Hose
50c
Mall Orders WU1 Receive
Prompt Attention

GREGORY'S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294
418 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND. MK

W hen you niii^t make a call

over

a

crowded

operator will

line,

the

say—“Please

limit your call to 5 minutes.”
a
War traffic will get through

belter with your help.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO

BEANO
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

tf 1 K fl’dfwlf

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls

102Ttf
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New Junior Vegetable ‘King’
MBs

HA TS OFF to

' Tuesday-Frid;
V1NAI

WINSTON •
CHURCHILL

XX ZX •*
XX XX Z

MRS EMMA
Correspc

“Little Known Facts About Well Known People”
WINSTON CHURCHILL years after man had flown for the
is half American, yet he is pro first time, when every flight was a
gamble with death, Churchill in
bably the most vital and aston sisted on flying himself. He piloted
ishing Englishman now alive.
his own plane and was in crash
crash, escaping death by
It is doubtful whether any alter
inches. The Government urged him
other man on this earth has to stop flying but he refused to dc
packed so much excitement so. He foresaw even then, 32 years
and adventure into 69 years. ago, that planes would revolutionize
warfare. Churchill was almost sole
For a third of a century, he ly
responsible for building up the
has wielded enormous power air force of the British navy.
and influence. Thirty-two years
As a young man, he was a very
ago, he was the First Lord of poor scholar, and despised Latin,
the Admiralty. For a third of Greek, mathematics and French
He passionately believed that one
a century, he has been mould ought to first master English before
ing men and events, and hav spending time on foreign languages
ing a rip roaring good time Here is an odd fact. 'The boy whe
stood at the bottom of his classes
doing it.
and despised mathematics, later be
Even as a child, Churchill longed came Chancellor of the Exchequer
to be a soldier. He graduated from He tried three times to get into the
the famous military college at Sand Royal military college at Sandhurst
hurst in England, the West Point the West Point of Great Rritain
of Great Britain, and spent years as He failed three times, and finally
a professional soldier, fighting with passed the fourth time he tried.
iTrowned national champion vegetable grower at the National Junior the Bengal Lancers in India and
At 69 years of age, Churchill
Vegetable Growers' Association convention in Chicago. Wayne R Ennen, with Kitchener in the Sudan desert. works
from 14 to 17 hours a day
BOMBAKDIEK Ql EEN! First just one graduating class of bombardiers
19. Terre Haute, Ind., receives $590 check from A. G Hoadley, divisional
Winston Churchill became famous
tremendous drive and vitality
at Kirtland Field made the KKO Badio star, Anne Shirley, their
president. Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company which provided $6,000 for audacity and courage away back with
keeping six secretaries busy. He
“Queen,” because she flew to Albuquerque, .N. M., to attend their
scholarship fund for the 1943 contest. Looking on is Prof. Grant B. in 1900. In fact, his daring and doesn
get out of bed until 10:3C
Snyder fright), Massachusetts State College, advisory chairman of the bravery made him so famous that in the’t morning.
class bunqtiet.
But since she appeared as heroine of the big movie
For three hour:
contest in which boys and girls of 33 states competed.
“Bombardier,” she’s been made “Bombardier Queen” or “Bombardier
he was elected to Parliament when before getting up, he lies propped
Sweetheart” by ten graduating classes, and eighteen groups of combat
he was only 26 years old. It hap up in bed, a fat cigar between hi?
pened like this: Back in 1899, he teeth, reading newspapers, reports
bombardiers.
Anne also appears in “Government Girl.’*
William R. Walter lashed off to South Africa as a war and cables. At' ten-thirty he gets
correspondent. Winston Churchill up and shaves himself with an oldWALDOBORO
became the most famous war corre fashioned razor. He lunches at one
Z\ Z\
Prominent In Industry, the spondent in British history. He not o’clock, then goes back to bed anc
XX XX xx xx
anly reported news. He made news sleeps for an hour. Then he start?
Hy William Sharp
MRS ISABEL LABE
by dashing through enemy territory his afternoon schedule. At five
Church and Fraternities,
in an armored train which was at o’clock he again climbs into bed
Correspondent
a Good Man Has Gone
tacked by cannon fire. Later he This time for a 30 minute nap. Aftei
XX ZX XX ZX
XX ZX ZX ZX
was captured by the Boers and dinner, he frequently works on until
thrown
into prison. He made a midnight without exhaustion be
Telephone 78
In the death of William R. sensational
escape front the prison cause he relaxes while he works.
Walter of North Waldoboro, the camp, which enraged the Boers.
For years, most British statesmen
Rev J. C Collind and Rev. ttwn loses one of its beloved and They had lost the most famous slept,
utterly oblivious to the com
Frederick Heath attended the Lin familiar figures. Jan. 2d. just prisoner of the War—Winston ing war that was to overwhelm the
the son of an English world. While they slept, Winstor
coln County Ministerial Association after the turn of the New Year, Mr. Churchill,
Lord. A huge reward was offered Churchili sensed the grave peril ol
heid Monday at the Episcopal Rec Walter died at his home at the ’ for his capture—dead or alive
Hitler. For six years, from 1933
tory, Wiscasset The next meeting j agc o?
years por many years j Churchill traveled hundreds of miles to 1939, Churchill cried out thal
■ through enemy territory, and made Hitler was building tanks, guns and
will be Feb. 7 at the Waldoboro Bap a mm
mill owner ana
and lumberman,
w dl
lumoerman, w
*ji good his escape.
The story of
planes, to bomb Britain, sink the
tist Church.
known fcr his support of the re- Churchill’s escape caused England English Fleet and conquer the
John Johannison who has been ligious and civic affairs of the ccm I to welcome him home as a national world. If England had only listened ,
at the Veterans Hospital. Tagus, has niunity, Mr. Walter was most wide hero.
to his prophetic voice and armed t< ,
Churchill has long had as his meet the menace, the world would 1
returned to his home on Cole’s Hill. ly known for his contributions to motto,
“Never run away from probably be at Peace today.
Wilson Heath. USN, is with The Courier-Gazette and to the danger.” Instead of running away
COURTESY OF LEE
trom danger, Churchill frequently
Mrs. Heath at the home of Charles \\-a;dcboro Pi ess
ran
toward
it.
In
1911,
only
eight
As heard via the Mutual Network?
Rowe
Mr. Walter was the son of
William C. Creamer. 78. died Mon- 1 George Walter and1 Katherine
nadians of that area had faith, the
day in Searsmont. He was a son of • Gross) and spent his entire Life
love of learning, and a great ca
William Boyd and Annie Chase iti the town. He graduated from
WARREN
pacity of work, that they kenw the
Creamer. He was a native of this the local schools and attended
ZX XX ZX XX
ZX XX XX XX
value of religious training, and be
town and lesidrd here until about j Mrs. Oake's Finishing School. He
lieved in industry. In conclusion,
ALENA L. STAR.RETT
29 years ago. He is survived by a was also a graduate of the Shaw
Mrs. Kimball sang, “My Little
Correspondent
niece, a nephew and cousins. His Business College in Manchester,
ZX XX ZX
XX ZX XX XX
House,’’ and “The Hoot Owl,’’ with
body was brought here and placed N. H
In 1837 he was married to
CAPTAIN RALPH INGERSOLL,'
Wyllie her accompanist.
Mrs.
Tel. 49
in the German Lutheran tomb until | Addle Sidielinger and spent a very
NEWSPAPER EDITOR, ENLISTED
Spring, when it will he buried in happy married life, celebrating his
AS A PRIVATE.
Robert
Cinqmars
of
Dexter,
for

the family lot..
N/S BOOK-Of-THS-MONTH,
golden wedding anniversary in
World Small Place
merly of this town was overnight
Charles Howard was an Augusta 1S37.
THE
aATTLEK THE PAY-OFF,
The world is a small place after
guest Thursday cf Mr. and Mrs.
visitor Thursday.
TILLS
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE
all,
judging
by
the
size
of
particles,
Scon after his marriage he built
Mrs. L. T. Weston and Miss Dora a sawmill which he operated for Charles Wilson. Friends will be in such as electrons, that make up all
A SOLDIER.
Westinghouse research
Gay entertained two tables at many years. In his 84th year he terested to learn that Alice and matter.
bridge Wednesday afternoon at the sawed approximately 100 COO feet of Adelaide, twin daughters of Mr. and physicists, who smash atoms to
home of Mrs. Weston The pro long lumber, and the same year Mrs. Cinqmars have graduated from learn more about matter, say that
i if an orange and an electron could
ceeds are to be donated» to the brought out a slim volume of the Sisters Hospital in Waterville, be magnified until the orange was
Woman’s Club Present were: Mrs poetry at the request of his many and that the former has enlisted in as large as the world, the electron
the Army 'Nurses Cadet Corps. The would still be invisible.
Alice Stengcr, Mrs. S. H Weston,! lriends.
SUPPLIES AM)
son,
Robert, in the Army, is taking
Msr Joseph DeNapoli. Mrs. Caro- j In social and civic life he contri
rPA/MPowxr/o/v
Tattooed Man From Maine
a specialized course in French at
Ivn Mitchell, Mrs. Franklin Ran- '
Afi£9O%OF7W£
buted richly to the community. He
The sobriquet, “The Tattooed
the Syracuse New York University.
do'ph and Mrs Frances Gross.
had served his town as a member
Man,” had its origin in the fact that
APWS&US/MESS
Sgt. Thomas Creamer is passing cf the school board and his State
Miss Jean Kimball, daughter of one of the New York weekly illus
a furlough with his parents. Mr.1
as a member of the Legislature Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Kimball, a grad trated magazines printed a cartoon
and Mrs Milton Creamer He is I He was a member of Maple Grange, uate of the University of Maine, is representing James G. Blaine as
Phryne, before the Athenian judges,
stationed in Florida
the Eastern Star, Germania Lodge employed at Belgrade High School and tattooed with the names of the
Mrs. William Hershey of Minne of Odd Fellows anck the Masonic as teacher of English.
political scandals with which his
apolis, Minn., and Mrs Walter
Guests Saturday of Susie M. Hahn name had been connected.
Ledge.
At the time cf his death
Adams of Brattleboro, Vt.. are
h was tiie oldest living member and Joseph W. Hahn were. Sadie
MAKE EVERY PAY DAY
guests of Mrs. L T Weston.
Infant Mortality Slashed
cf King Solomon Lodge of Wal H. Eugley and Daniel R Yates of
Only 1 out of every 14 deaths in
Mrs Gladys Grant was at home
doboro. He was also a member of Camden. While in town they also Wisconsin last year was that of a
from Bath over the weekend.
the Chapter and the Council. With called cn George G. Teague and child less than one year of age,
compared to one out of every five
him his church always held first several other friends.
deaths in the state 30 years ago.
The
Congregational
Ladies
Circle
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL SAVINGS PLAN
place.
Sweet Clover as Filler
Part
of
the
difference
is
credited
to
will
serve
public
supper
Thursday.
Several experiments have been
He is survived by his wife, who.
a trailer school-house which visits
made using sweet clover as a fiber
qllote his cwn werds, “was al- In charge are: Mrs. Evelyn Robin
rural communities to teach child and
material to increase the mechanical _______
, ,
. .,
,
,
son. Mrs. Catherine Moody, Mrs. maternal health.
ways
my
greatest
asset,
a
daugh

strength of the potato plastic. Sweet
Mary Halligan, Mrs. Olive Boggs
clover was chosen as a fibrous ma ter. Ruby Miller; six grandchildren.
and Mrs. Mildred Starrett.
Man o’ War Biography
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
terial because it grows profusely in 2nd three nephews and nieces,
Man o’ War, Seabiscuit and Garthis territory and can be produced • Services were held at the late
The postponed meeting of the
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
on low priced marginal land. Many home. Wednesday, with Rev. Mary Baptist Women’s Minion Circle will gantua, according to Collier’s, are
the only animals whose biographies
problems remain to be worked out Gibscn and Rev j c CcJUnd
3
2
1
4
L
5
be held Thursday at the parsonage. have been written by the press as
b
8
7
9
in perfecting the pre-forms in mold.
,
sociations
and
are
on
file,
ready
for
Two feet of snow fell in this town
ing ttiis type of potato plastic. The coating. Interment was in the Rural
IO
II
IX
13
materials produced experimentally cemetery.
during the storm. No schools were immediate publication upon their
death,
in
the
office
of
more
than
range from the insulating type build- ! The passing of Mr. Walter re- in session Friday.
W
2,000 newspapers.
m
ing board of light weight to a tough, ' calls a poem which he once wrote,
15
Women in Club Work
hard, dense material which may “Never to Die." I he first stanzas
SW
Bone-Crusher Handshake
have limited possibilities for bear
Seventeen members of the Wom
lb
17
18
IM
tell
why
he
could
never
die
in
Beware
of
the
bone-crushing
hand

ings. friction blocks, etc.
an's
Club
attended
the
meeting
shaker, says Dr. Joseph Ranald of
1 Spring. cn a Summer’s day. or in
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Flor Mount Vernon, N. Y. He has been
20
•
21
Autumn. In his cwn words:
ence Kimball. The official call to studying handshakes and personali
Fe will not let me die at all.
the Maine Federation Of Women’s ties for 15 years, and he says, the
22
23
Winter. Summer. Spring, sin- Fall:
lb
2M
25
la Jesus arms I'll fall asleep.
bone-crusher is a domineering fel
Clubs
for
the
meeting,
Jan.
20-21
Trusting him my soul to keep—
-----17
I 7 hen the Author's face I'll see.
in Augusta, was read by the secre low who will stop at nothing.
28
1
I And dwell with Him e-rrnally.
o
tary. The quilt, gift of Mrs Elsie
I*
One Use for Newspapers
—Waldoboro Press.
Wallace, was accepted, and this
29 30
Lacking a regular rug pad, try
1
committee appointed to dispose of putting newspapers under your large
w
Eliminate Wasps
.
Mrs Edna Moore, Mrs. Helen rugs. Several layers spread flat will
1 3M
33 0
Au |
35
1
A poison bait can be used to rid
help to save wear, make the floor
the attic of wasps. Stir a teaspoon- , Maxey and Mrs. Mary Halligan.
warmer and give a nice soft tread
37 38
•ful of paris green into a cupful, of! The annual American Home pro- when walking over the rugs.
Mo Ml
r
syrup or honey. After mixing well, gram which is put on yearly by the
spread the mixture on small pieces pommittee including Mrs. Grace
MX
Nearby Laundry
M3
MM
M5
,»A
of bread or heavy paper, and put w me and Mrs Alice Buck was
Having a laundry adjacent to the
w
the bait where it can easily be found
.
kitchen simplifies household chores.
Mb
by the wasps, utoich will eventually «iven Allowing the business meet- It eliminates many weary steps and
M7
M8
die of the poison. Be sure the baitI
enables the housewife to keep a
1
is out of reach of children.
Numbers: Reading of the Edgar watchful eye on her cooking while
M9
50
Reach and soothe
Cluster
flies
and
other
small
inGuest
oaem.
“
The
Harbor
Lights
of
that raspy, irri
doing her washing.
tated throat with
sects can be kept out of homes by Home”‘by Mrs. Wy’lie; the singing
RESPAMOL.
proper precautions in the autumn.
HORIZONTAL
Breakfast Orange Juice
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
R ES PA MO L
They can squeeze through openings of old favorites, with Robert Wyllie
1-Small candle
39Man's
name
Breakfast
orange
juice
prepared
11lntellect
clings to the irri
apparently smaller than their bod- at Oie piano. Mrs. Kimball read the night before may lose some
5-Agreements
40- Anger
12- Poet
tated throat pas
ies. Stuff cracks around windows the poems. “Small Town Sympathy” freshness of flavor, but it will not 10- Persia
42-Kitchen utensil
18-Flags
sages . . ■ aids in loosening and bringing
20- City in France
and screens with cotton to prevent and “The Complacent Cliff Dweller” lose appreciable amounts of vitamin 11- Protective cloth for 44-Staggered
up phlegm.
children
46- Solitary
21- Rate of motion
«
Contains no sugar—suitable for dia- I their entrance,
bv Margaret Fishback; piano solos, C if stored in a refrigerator.
13Shortly
47- Speak
22- Constellation
betics. No habit-forming drugs —may
n pyrethrum spray will kill or .tThe Green eitodel" and “The Lon14- Give
48A
flower
23Raw metal
be given to children.
stupefy any of these attic insects. >
.. „ , . , .
.
15- Aim at
Fireside Pair
49- Penetrate
25- Lyric poem
Take RESPAMOL as indicated on the
Wet the bodies thoroughly and they donderry Air. plajed by Robert
For a fireside conversational 16- Dine
50- Separates
26- Distress signal
label. If you don't get prompt relief,
will either die or fall to the floor Wyllie.
28-Gloomy
grouping try a pair of small ma 17- Combining form.
consult your physician.
Air
where they may be swept up. In
Speaker was Mrs. A. S. Bishop, hogany Victorian chairs, skirted and
VERTICAL
30-A scholar
Guarantee: Your druggist will refund
the spring when the insects are anx her subject, “The Canadian Home.” draped on either side of a friendly 19- The sheltered side
32- Maker of men’s
full purchase price if you are not satisfied.
20- Ties
1- Fat’gues
ious to get out of doors, simply open with stress on the Maritime Prov fire.
clothes
22-Decorates
2- Surface
33- Large bird
the attic windows, but be sure to
24—Seed coverings
3- Gasped
35- Propellers
close them again before the pests inces. She told of E. Pauline John
Dim Lights
27-Dwelt
4Terminate
36Natives of Media
son,
the
Canadian
Indian
poetess,
return in the evening.
Thirty-five states have laws re- i 29-lmitates
6- Serpent
38-A metal
and read one cf her poems. “The quiring that headlights be dimmed 31-Accosts
7- Wound spirally
41-Recline
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. Song of the Paddle.” She pointed when another vehicle approaches 34-Harmonized
8- Lacerated
43-Golf mound
tiiri MTSorw uh.
5- Jeer
Makers of Unguentine"
45-Epoch
13.00 a year
i 37-Help
out that like the United States Ca- from the opposite direction.
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INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In thia column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a Mne.
, . .... .
Special Notice: AU ’'blind ads" ae called La. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Lour
Gaxette office for handling, cost » cents additional.

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

TWO men's Raccoon coats. 1 ladys.
ONE 6.00x32 Dual Wheel Tire Chain
lost between Texaco Park Service Sta also sleigh. In good condition. Write
tion, Main St. and Fire Station, Spring P Q, BOX 13$, city._______________ 3*4
St.
Reward if returned to A. T.
TEAM reins, horse halters, cow hal
THURSTON, 499 Main St.
3-4 ters.
team
bridles
hame
straps,
BLACK and Tan Hound found. Fe
curry combs, cattle cards, snaps, etc..
male, license number, 52081.
Owner In stock
Mail orders filled
W S.
may have same by paying charges. RO
PILLSBURY &-SON. Waterville.
3-4
LAND STARRETT. Tel. 2-34. Warren.
GIRL'S
tubular
skates
for
sale;
size
3-4
6. TEL. 824W
3*lt
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. ADA
TINKER, CHARLENE TINKER. CO
WHITE enamel kitchen rane
I.ON TINKER. 63 Park! St.. City. 3'T 5 sale; 24 JAMES ST.. City.
FULL grown tom cat named “Min
WOOD burning stove for sale. TEL.
nie” lost from The Bicknell since THOMASTON
26 2. 8 Roxbury St 3*lt
Friday. Dearly valued as a pet. Please
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale.
phone Information to 516W. MISS
LFATRICE NUTT_______________
3 4 Including rtdlo and sewing machine:
3 4
TWO Ration Books 3 lost. J RUS 27 FULTON ST.. Tel 1034M
SELL DAVIS. BERTHA E RADCLIFFE.
A parlor stove to be sold at
2 3
22 Knox St. Thomaston
3'T 5 once; 95 PARK ST Tel. 168M
NOTICE TO:
RATION Books A. B and R lost.
Rural Farmers and Fishermen living
HERBERT CURTIS. 9 Pine St., City.
1*T 3 beyond the electric high line and on
WAR Ration Book No. 3. lost Dec. 30 outlying islands using BATTERY RAMRS
MARGARET GILCHREST. 17 r DIOS: We have plentyi at present, ol
Farm Radio Packs, some
Orient street._______________________ 1&3 ' Standard
volt Dry A's. "C" Batteries, etc., PurTIRE and wheel taken from car Jan. i chaee for future requirements as
3. on Union St. near Swift's. KEN I these batteries are all new and fresh
NETH A JACOBSON, St George. l*T-3 j and will keep for many months
GOLD ear-ring with blue stone lost. without loss of service. C O. D. Or
Reward If returned to PEOPLE'S LAUN ders shipped promptly. Radio Service
DRY. 17 Limerock St.. City.
2*3 , for any make of Radio.
HOUSE SHERMAN. Inc..
BROWN SMELT PUNT lost Nov. 7. ' 442 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
1943. containing two oars and wind
Elect, lcians and Radio men since
lass with tender attached when lost.
broadcasting began
Reward. A. J. RIPLEY. Bucksport. Me.
_____________________________________ 2tf
2 5
WHITE kitchen range for sale. TEL
GAS Ration Book A lost. NELSON 69OW_____________________________ 2-3
H GREY. Rockport. Me.
2*4
26 FT. Lobster boat with cabin for
STERLING sliver bracelet lost at I sale
Chev. engine, alreadv in use.
High School or on Broad or Orange j Tel. Waldoboro. 159 14 ARCHIE WAL
Sts. JUNE AMES
Tel. 873W
Re ! LACE. Friendship. Me.
2-4
ward.
2-3
PA
RLO
R
heater
for
sale;
95
Union
LOST In Rockport (Martha), a calico St. TEL. 233W.
2*3
cat, white with gray and orange, very
LARGE and small “Pot Top” circu
friendly. Please call REV. OVERMAN.
Tel. 2359, Camden.
ltf lating living room heaters for sale.
C. E GROTTON. 138 Camden St. Tel.
1091W________________________________ 2tf
LIGHT driving horse for sale, rea
sonable price. TEL. 117W.
2tf
ALL WOOL YARN for sale direct
1 Bushel—Lbs.
manufacturer
Samples and
Apples ......................................... 44 from
knitting directions free. H. A. BART105-8
Apples, dried ............................... 25 LETT, Harmony, Maine.
TWO
drop
head
sewing
machines
for
Barley .......................................... 48 sale, perfect condition. H. B. KALER,
Beans ........................................... 69 Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25. Home
ltf
Beans, Lima................................. 56 Sundays.
DESIRABIxE property for sale in
Beans, snell ................................. 28 Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
Beans, Soy .................................. 58 GOULD. Tel. ZTO6 or 2170. Camden

JC"
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funeral home. Reofficiating. Burial
mings cemetery
service by Rev.
were M. E Smitl
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tive of Scotland
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Death in
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Standard Weights

Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole ...........................................
Beans, string ...............................
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............
Beets ...........................................
Beets, mangel-wurzel .................
Beets, sugar..... ...........................
Beets, turnip...............................
Beet Greens.................................
Blackberries ..............................
Blueberries ...... r.....................................

Bran and Shorts ........................
Buckwheat ..................................
Carrots
Corn, cracked .............................
Corn, Indian ...............................
Cranberries ................................
Currants ......................................
Dandelions ..................................
Feed .............................................
Flaxseed .......................................
Hair ..............................................
Kale .............................................

ltf

50
24
47
60
60
60
60
12
40 I

TO LET

TENEMENT to let at 51 Suffolk St.,
near shipyard. Apply ON PREMISES.
_____________________________________ 3*lt
LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE CO..
328 Main St., Rockland.
2tf
IRON safe for sale, outside meas
urements 45 In. high, 31 in. wide, 27>i
In. deep.
Perfect condition.
CARL
E FREEMAN. Glen Cove. Tel. Rock
42 land 103.
2tf
SIX-room tenement to let at 117 No'
20
St. Inquire of JOHN STAHL.
48 Main
58 Rankin St.
2-3
50
ROOMS by day or week to let, home
2-3
50 comfort; 120 CAMDEN ST.

56
32
40
12
50
I

WANTED

TWO flexible flyers wanted. TEL
837-4._____________
3,5
GOOD home fog Doberman Pinscher
dog wanted.
TEL. 1187W after 5 30
P m.__________ y__________________ 3.4.
HOUSEKEEPER or practical nurse
:
wanted
MRS
FOREST BRAZIER
Lime ........................................................... 70 Tel. 472R or 579M.
3*4
Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
for and delivered. T. J. FLEMMeal, corn ................................... 50 called
INO, 19 Birch St. Tel. ,212W 98-T-tf
Meal, rye...................................... 50
SMALL quantity of straw wanted.
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35 If not delivered will call for. IVAN
Cove. Tel 1238J
Oats _........................................... 32 ERICKSON, Glen
_____________________ 2*3
Onions ..................._..................... 52
BOATMAN for year-rounq cabin
power boat running, mile course be
Parsley ......................................... 8 tween
Thompsons Island and South.
Parsnips ...................................... 45 Boston. Private school for boys of ex
cellent character. Write qualifications
Peaches, dried ............................. 33 to
W. M
MEACHAM. Headmaste*.
Peanuts, green ........................... 22 Farm and Trades School, Boston 4.
Mass.
2
Peanuts, roasted .......................... 20
MIDDLE aged woman housekeeper
Pears ......................................... - 58 wanted in family of two, good home,
good wages.
C. F. PRESCOTT 29
Peas, smooth............................... 60 Prescott
St.
2tf
Peas, wrinkled ........................... 56
WOOD-SAWLNG any amount, any
Peas, unshelled, green ............... 28 where. any time. Promptly done.
Reasonable cost.
MAYNARD PEASE,
Potatoes ....................................... 60 phone
8187. Rockland.
2*3
Potatoes, sweet........................... 54
NEED cash? I pay from $25 to $50'
Quinces .............................. -....... 48 each for old hair cloth arm chairs;
also need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay
Raspberries ............................... - 40 good prices for old marble top tables
Rice, rough.................................. 44 and parlor lamps with colored flovee:s. Mall me a post card to W. J.
Rye ..........
56 FRENCH. 10 High St., Camden.

4

Salt, coarse ............................... - 70
Salt, Turk’s Island .................... 70
Salt, line......................................~ 60
Salt, Liverpool ........................... 60
Seed, alfalfa................................. 60
Seed, clover ................................. 60
Seed, hemp.................................. 44
Seed, herdsgrass _..................... 45
Seed, Hungariangrass............... 48
Seed, Timothy ............................ 45
Seed, millet ............. .............. — 50
Seed, orchard grass................... - 14
Seed, redtop................................ - 14
Seed, Sea Island cotton............. 44
Seed, sorghum...........................
50
Seed, upland cotton ....................... 30
Spinach ........................................ 12
Strawberries _.............................. 40
Tomatoes ................................... .. 58
Turnips, English ~..................... „ 50
Turnips, rutabaga ...................... 60
Wheat .......................................... 60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour is ............. 196 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Potatoes is ........ 165 lbs.

105tf
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
also marble top tables,, and old
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St.
Tel. Rockland. 1240.
102tf
WILL buy antique furniture, glass,
china, etc. Highest prices paid. Write
or phone. CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen
Cove. Tel. Rockland. 103.
102tf

MATER
We feel |
what you
We know 1

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion,
Heartburn, Belching. Bloating. Nausea.
Gas Pains, get free sample, Udga. at
CORNER DRUG STORE
2*16
PERMANENT Wave, 59c! Do your
own Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit.
Complete equipment. Including 40
curlers and shampoo.
Easy to do.
absolutely harmless. Praised by thou
sands Including Fay McKenaie, glam
orous movie star. Money refunded If
not satisfied.
E. B. CROCKETT
STORES.
102*6

tI
Our fui
plete, but
fur you wi^

it on very

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

e

WHAT CAUSES
EPILEPSY?

A

booklet con.cinina tho opinions of fa
mous doctors on this interesting subje-t
will be sent FREE, while they lost, to any
reader writing to the Educational Division,

535 Fifth Ave., Now York, N,Ym

A63«
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Correspondent

The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
was entertained Friday by Miss
Muriel Chilles. Lunch was served
and prizes at bridge were won by
Mrs. Eleanor Conway, first; Mrs.
Cora Peterson, second.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Bickford are
visiting for several weeks at the
home of their daughter Mrs Char
lotte Look in Addison.
Union Church Circle will meet at
the vestry Thursday; supper at 5.30.
Housekeepers are: Mrs. Muriel
Lane, Mrs. Betty Bragdon, Mrs.
Lucille Carveer and Mrs Lydia
Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. B E. McElroy of
Grafton, Mass., were at their Sum
mer home ‘‘Just-a-mere ranch” the
past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson
have returned from a visit with their
daughter Mrs. H. E. Boman In
Lisbon Falls.
Due to the lack of fuel, the Pub
lic Library will closed until further
notice.
Mr and Mrs Langtry Smith have
returned from several weeks visit
fTat the home of their son, Walter
Smith in Rocky Hill, Conn.
Mrs. Elizabeth Davidson was
hostess Thursday night to the Nitan-eat Club. Lunch was served and
a pleasant social evening enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar
have returned from Rockland where
they have been guests of their
daughter, Mrs Pauline Hutchinson
Douglas Gilchrest, U. S. Army
and Mrs. Gilchrest who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. B E. Mc
Elroy, spent the weekend at the
home of Mr Gilchrest's sister. Mrs.
Kathleen Watennan in North Ha-

1 ladys.
Write
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John S. Gordon

Services for John S Gordon were
held Saturday at the W. Y. Fossett
funeral home. Rev. C 6 Mitchell
officiating. Burial was in the Cum
mings cemetery with committal
service by Rev. Mitchell. Bearers
were M E. Smith, Nils Anderson,
Max Conway and Rev. C. S Mitch
ell.
Mr Gordon who was 71. was a na
tive of Scotland but had lived in
this country 25 years. He was a
printer by trade and was well known
here by the remarkable work which
he did with a unique hund made
printing press. He was a member
of The International Typographical
Union of Indianapolis.
He is survived by a daughter. Mrs
William Gordon, now stationed at
Elizabeth Gross of New York; a son.
U. S. Naval Training Station, New
port. R I. a sister, Mrs. Mar- Lawton of St. John, N. B.; one brother,
William Gordon of Fort Dover, Can
ada ; two grandchildren Sharon and
Joan Gordon of this place; and a
niece Mrs. James Williams of
Tthaca, N. Y.
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Mrs. Harvey Calderwood returned
from Rockland Wednesday, having
accompanied Mr. Calderwood, who
takes up his duties with the Naval
branch of service.
Woodchoppers are busy getting
out next Winter's supply of fire
wood. Pulpwood cutters are also
working here on the island. And
the ice-cutting has begun once
again on the fresh pond. We make
hay while the sun shines hot in
Summer, and cut ice while Jack
Frost hums his merry tune o'er hill
and dale.
Jackie and Jerry Brown returned
to Ocean Park after a visit with
their grandparents, Mr and Mrs.
Earl Marden. Said little three--yearold Jerry when “Munimie” was
helping him with prayers, and he
had reached the “blessings end”—
"God bless—” Little Jerry says: “I
know! God bless America!” Does
anyone know of a more generous
blessing?
The Unity Guild met at the Fer
guson basement parlor Tuesday
with one new candidate for mem
bership.
PLEASANT POINT
Residents are digging them
selves out of the snow There was
no mail or school or traveling of
any kind here Friday, just unbroken
white blanket of snow, but plenty
of scenes of beauty, if anyone was
interested
Mr and Mrs. Fred Young of
Friendship called recently on Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Davis
Leroy Seavey has taken up his
lobster traps and joined Mrs.
Seavey in Camden for the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson
are visiting friends in Camden and
Brunswick for a week
S Sgt. Beverly Geyer cf South
Cushing who has just returned
from overseas and Miss Helen Fales
of Friendship called recently on Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Davis and Mr.
and Mrs. William Maloney.
Rcbert Edson has returned from
j Washington. D C. where he has
i been visiting his parents, Col. and
Mrs. Merritt Edson.
Kenneth Orne is employed at
Camden shipyard.
Mrs. Addie Warren and William
M. Upham of Camden are at the
home of Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Kevon for an indefinite stay.

Mass., have received word from the
War Department of the death in
England Jan 4, of the only son,
Sgt. Arthur M Lenfest, Jr. Sgt.
Lenfest is the grandson of Mrs. M
F Lenfest and is well known here
having spent most of his Summers
in town.

Death in England

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M Lenfest
of 8 Copeland avenue, Reading,
ascher
5 30
3-4
nurse
Z1ER
3*4

* * *

MAKE
EVERY
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BOND DAY
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RE you building a career or are

only holding a job? There's
Aayoudifference
—all the difference be
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It's feeding time at Boeing and the Vitamin Vans
roll into position spaced 250 feet apart. In that
way, no employee need walk but e few steps for
his food.

for 250 workers, and replete from seasoning to
paper cups.

a

Alert attendants serve wsrkeis hot, nutritious meais
in quick order from one oi Boeing's twenty food
conveyors.

power behind the home
soldiers. An army travels on its stomach—bo*1' inI I
J
the war theatre and in the war plant!

WICHITA, KANSAS—It’s a far cry from a B-17 hov
ering over Jap installations on Kahaul to the mammoth
Boeing Airplane plants in this city where the death-deal
ing bomber is turned out in ever increasing numbers.
It is here, at the Boeing plants, that the man-hehindthe-man-behind-tlie-homh-release works with thousands
of others to efficiently and precisely make the weapon
that hurtles sudden death down on Kahaul and Berlin.
Here, then, in Wichita, the heart of America, is heating
Hie heart of America’s control of the air.
The man-hehind-the-man-hehind-the-homh-releasc is an
l
i
I,• ,
i
. . ..
,
i
average
patriotic
,
T . hardworking,
...
7, victorv-hent,
..
.. American,
.
..
who
as valiantly
as
,
, is battling
.
T- on thei Home
w- i-front „
, ,
, , Insi’
brother is battling on the War Iron!. Both these soldiers
need tile best in equipment and nourishment. The sol
dier on the War Front can get no better lighting equip )
ment than the soldier on the Home Front can supply. ,
Likewise, the latter needs the same fighting strength,

through proper food and sanitation, to make tilt weapons
of war for his compatriot on the battle front.
At the Boeing plants, for example, these war workers
receive the best food obtainable at the incredibly low
cost per luncheon of 34 rents—and on less than one
ration point per meal! Three times daily these meals
are turned out to new shifts of workers, and the meals
are complete from meat to butter!
Boeing uses single service paper cups and containers
in sen ing these meals. Despite an acute shortage, Boeing
has been able to procure a limited supply for the vital
ioh of feeding its workers, thereby getting hot, nutritious
.
i to the
,i
:,-L - quickly
; li andi efficiently,
<r • .i
lood
workers
andi mate• 11, cutting down absenteeism
„i,.. .resulting tfrom colds
11
rially
.„1(| ot|„.r r(,piral„rv di-eases ordinarily transmitted via
common eating ami drinking utensils.
hV a far cry from Wichita to Kahaul as the crow flies
—but the urge to heat Tojo is as strong in Wichita as it
is over Kahaul!

Cotton Insulation

Low-grade short staple cotton not
required for military or other fabrics
has found a use as cotton insulation.
It was used for insulating mainte
nance buildings along the Alcan
highway and it is now being used for
trailer or ‘‘knock down” houses for
defense communities, refrigerator
cars, refrigerators and for some
marine construction.
This cotton insulation is flame: proofed with an effective chemical ,
solution which also repels rats, mice
and household insects as well as
preventing mildew. Specifications re
quire it to be at least three-quarters
of an inch thick, but it may weigh ;
less than one ounce to the board
foot. If there is a supporting back- I
ing, it must be flexible and repel
moisture. After installation, the cot- i
ton does not sag.
There are seven firms in the Unit
ed States that are manufacturing
cotton insulation, and retail mer
chants now sell it by the batt or
roll and about 1,000 square feet will
insulate an average attic.

W-S

«
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W
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MM
GETS RUSSIAN HAIRCUT. June Withers loses purl of her cherished
locks for the role of a Russian village girl in Samuel Goldwyn’s massive
production, “The North Star.”
She is co-featured with Ann Harding,
Farley Granger, Walter Huston, Walter Brennan, Dana Andrews and
Erich von Stroheim.
The picture is having a double world premiere
in New York by tenanting two theatres.

CAMELS ARE PACKED
TO STAY FRESH EVERYWHERE

GREEN’S

anydone.
3ASE.
2*3
"$50
hairs;
1 pay
tables
,flow«IV 0.

We offer our fine stock of

WAft SQNBS

CLOTH COATS
PLAIN AND FUR TRIMMED

105tf
inted,
old
st.
102tf
glass,.
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tween success and failure.
I ' The man who is doing the work
he was hired to do is useful to his
company. If he
does a little
more than is ex
pected of him,
he may hope for
a raise. He can
at least be sure
of steady em
ploy in e n t as
long as business
Rufus T. Strohm is good.
A career is
something else. That is the prog
ress of a man who makes himself
valuable by specialized knowledge
and the development of special
abilities that apply to some whole
field of activity—engineering, ac
counting. shop management. The
career man takes his place among
the leaders of his business arpl his
community because he has a
“know-how” that is needed under
any circumstances, needed most of
x-afea
all to help other men meet chang I..............
ing circumstances.
Y
The career man does his job as
Here’s a recipe for the new Soy spoons double-action type. 1 tea
well as any job holder; usually he
Waffles
that are so high in body spoon salt. 2% cups milk.
does it better. A career begins
building proteins, vitamins and METHOD: Place shortening in
with a job, but it doesn’t end there.
Your job can be a springboard,
minerals. They are inexpensive, large bowl. Add soya flour and
if you will use it for one. You
too. And easy to make with your beat at No. 3 speed until blended.
need to learn more than your own
Mixmaster to beat the batter to a Add eggs, one at a time, and beat
immediate work demands. That
smooth consistency in a jiffy, or can at No. 8 speed for one minute. Sift
can he done only by study in your
be made by hand if you haven’t one. together all-purpose flour, sugar,
spare time. If such study is re
baking powder and salt. Add to
lated to your present work, you
INGREDIENTS: % cup shorten shortening mixture. Add milk.
will gain more from it than you
ing. % cup soya flour. 2 eggs. 2 Beat at No. 3 speed until batter is
could gain in most cases by quil
cups sifted all-purpose flour. 2 smooth. Scrape bowl occasionally.
ting work to go back to school.
tablespoons sugar. 4 teaspoons Bake in preheated Waffle Maker.
The most rapid progress is made
phosphate baking powder or 3 tea- Makes 4 waffles.
when study is brought to bear, day
by day, on the practical problems
of business and industry.
That is the way to outgrow your Seven Up, Seven Down Popcorn M’las-Sweets
job, to get the “know-how” you
need for handling bigger responsi
bilities. When you have developed Wherein the Vinalhaven Gan
the ability, you’ll get the responsi
ders Lose Their Faith In
bility. There are never enough
the “Lucky Seventh’
men to take it.
And when you’ve outgrown your
It was distinctly not a case of
job in that way, you’ve begun a
career.
“the lucky seventh” for the Gan
ders’ bowling team in their sevenih
List Fundamental Rules
meeting with the Skippers at the
For High Quality Eggs Cascade Alleys, for they again went
There are several fundamental down to ignominous defeat by a
rules of management for growers to margin bigger than they care to
follow in producing highest quality talk about.
eggs.
Nobody seemed able to get very
Proper production methods should
big
scores. Skipper Peterson’s 285
include laying stock, bred for good
egg production, free of disease, being the best of the lot, but when
properly fed and housed, together a team can only turn in a score of
Fun with the family
with good sanitation and proper care 1219. such as the Ganders did, there
of eggs after they are laid.
every day—
High grade eggs should weigh 24 is no excuse fcr it and a good beat
ounces per dozen, have a good shell ing can be forecast without the aid
popping corn the
texture, be reasonably free of wa ofl a fortune teller’s assisstance.
e-a-s-y way!
tery whites, and otherwise possess Perhaps it was the new pins that
good internal quality.
made the scores so small, or perhaps • You don’t need any special gadget
It is important that the flock be it was the lack of some essential to make delicious fluffy popped
corn! You don't need to use up pre
properly fed on a balanced ration,
butter, either. Spry-popped
since the egg is manufactured from item in their diet, for there has been cious
corn is so tasty, tender and nutnothing
in
the
way
of
eats
for
two
the food given the bird. Proper
sweet—so inexpensive—and so easy
housing and equipment is needed to weeks past, and seme of the boys to make, using just a heavy skillet
avoid production of dirty eggs. Clean are getting pretty thin around the or kettle. Why not gather the fam
ily ’round tonight and have a pop
eggs are not only in demand by the waist line and have a drawn and corn
treat?
consumer of fresh shell eggs but haggard look in their faces.
For a special dessert, for parties
also by the egg drying plants.
or holiday celebrations, make Pop
Cap'n Grimes has promised to corn
M’las-Sweets and just watch
remedy this condition, however, and the big smiles. These popular con
fections, Molasses Popcorn Balls,
orders have been placed for a sup are
Scattered Industry
crisp and chewy, delightful
There is one point which most per of fishcakes and beans, fodder with hot or cold drinks. (Popcorn,
countries have in common. That is, which in the past has worked won you know, is also a wholesome
high in protein and energy
their industries are scattered in dif ders with run-down and nerve-shar- food,
values.)
ferent regions. Look at Britain. It
Everybody loves popped corn and
□ as at least six industrial districts; tered bowlers. With the assitance popcorn balls They’re an old Amer
the London district, the Central dis of the fishcakes and beans Skipper ican custom. Clip the recipe and en
tricts, the Newcastle district, the Adams should turn in a whale of a joy some yourself.
Scottish Lowlands, the South Wales score, for he has been coming right
Spry-Popped Corn
district, and the Belfast district. to the front of late and has been ti cup Spry
% cup popcorn
1 teaspoon salt
Germany also has six districts; the taking Scotty Littlefield across by
Berlin district, the Ruhr district, the
Melt Spry in heavy skillet or kettle
and add popcorn. Sprinkle salt over
Saxony district, the Silesia district, ever-increasing margins.
Wym Guilford and his “forty corn and stir until first kernel pops.
the Bohemia district, and the South
Cover and shake until all kernels
Germany district. In Soviet Russia, fathom” boots were missing from are popped.
besides the Leningrad district, the the lineup of the Skippers in this
Molasses Popcorn Balls
Moscow district, and the South match, due to the vagaries of fish
1 cup molasses
1 teaspoon vinegar
Ukraine district which had been fair and fishing weather, and perhaps
1 cup sujrar
4 quarts SpryJ-j cup water
popped .*orn
ly well developed before the first
five-year plan was put into effect, it is just as well he had a little va Combine molasses, sugar, water
there are developed further east cation for the results might have and vinegar, an j iaec over low
fire. Cook, with :.oif inuous stirring,
some new manufacturing districts, been even more disastrous for the until
a small amount of sirup forms
such as the Ural district and the Ganders if Wym and his bis boots a hard bail in cold water (270°F.).
Altai district. Even in Japan, you had been there for the Skippers.
Remove from flic. Pour slowly and
evenly over Sj.ry-poj ped corn, mix
can distinguish at least four manu
This matter of seven straight set ing well.
facturing districts: the Tokyo-Yoko
Fashion int • large balls immedi
hama district, the Nagoya district, backs is a pretty serious matter to ately.
When ccol, wrap ir. waxed
the
Ganders,
and
they
are
all
doing
the Osaka-Kobe district, and the
paper. Makes s.x 3'-‘ -incn balls.
some pretty heavy thinking on what
Northern Kyushu district.
to do. Skipper “Hen” Anderson
Orange blossoms are not the ex
says that if they would do a little
clusive property of brides. In the
more practicing and less thinking
south they are crushed to bring out
perhaps they might win a game.
the flavor as strongly as possible
The score:
Ganders—Sanborn 242. Littlefield and are used in making many pud
228. Grimes 240. Bickford 243. The dings. ices and other desserts. They
are also candied whole as are vio
Goose 266. total 1219.
Skippers—Peterson 285. Adams lets.
258. Drew 240. Young 230. Anderson
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
258, total 1281.
.......... . . -

THE TIME TO GET YOUR
NEW CLOTH COAT “RIGHT”

-T tf
anted.
IVAN

SOY FLOUR WAFFLES

By Rufus T. Strohm

TODAY AND NOW!

Ulster.

Job or Career

THE MAN BEHIND THE MAN BEHIND THE BOMB RELEASE

AT

MATERIAL REDUCTIONS
We feel that you will find exactly

Vrlte

Glen
102tf

what you want in this fine stock.

We know the price will satisfy.
you
stlon,
lusea,
a. at
2* 16
your
Kit.
40
do.
:hou:1amed tf
LETT
102*6

• • •

FURS
8:fe:':§=
Our fur coat supplies are com

plete, but if we lack the very special
fur you wish, we will gladly procure
it on very short notice.

BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR

r*
[f »o-

*5

v

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

F/XSTSH
THE SERWCE*
,

FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL STREET,

• Because Camels are the number cne cigarette with
men in all the services, they ’re following our men to
every continent, on every ocean. Happily Camels are
packed to stay fresh, cool smoking, and slow burn
ing—anywhere, any time. The Camel pack keeps your
Camels fresh, too—sealing in that famous extra flavor
and extra mildness. For a fresh treat, try CameL

ROCKLAND, ME.

. ..... . .

With men in the Army, Navy,
Marine Carpi, and Coast Guard,
the favorite cigarette is CameL
(Based on actual sales records.)
5'

A sprig of green on the Mediter
ranean front; today it’s camouflage
for an American machine gun nest.
To win quicker our soldiers must
have munitions and materiel, more
and more. To provide them all of
us must buy more and more War
Bonds.
Treasury Department
Read The Courier-Gazette

In Packages and Tea Bags
at Your Grocer’s

xmhR
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Park Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday
THE LYRIC MUSE

CAMDEN
Xs. XV xv zv
XV
Z\ X*

MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
**v
>V X* zv X*
Tel. 2340

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, Jan. 5.—Congress
reconvened Monday, after
a
three-week recess. Some members
have been at he me talking with
constituents about prob’.ems in the
District, while others have remained
here studying the many difficult is
sues which will confront us after we
reconvene, Jan 10. Because 1944
will probably be the destiny year
of our lives, Congress will be faced
with the most difficult decisions of
all time. This will include the sol
diers vote bill, the tnuster-cui pay
bill, subsidies, appropriations, rehab
ilitation of service people, renego
tiation and tax legislation
As this seems to be a turning
point in the war. there is also con
siderable consideration by Ccmgress
and other Government officials about termination of war contracts
and reconversions, and how sur
plus materials acquired or made by
the Government will be handled
There are several bills on this sub
ject on my desk.
One suggestion has come to me
from a constituent, relating to sur
pluses which might be of help on
farms I have turned it over to
Secretary of Agriculture Wickard
and will discuss it with Represent
ative Hale, of Maine, who is on a
committee considering surplus mat
erial legislation.
The constituent is a farmer who
says that all farm improvements
have had to be delayed during the
war. But he Wants to make them
as soon as /possible which will mean
he must have some equipment, and

as he hears this can be found in
surplus government stores, he asks
for information Many other far
mers are probably in the same sit
uation.
He says that in tiie past, gov
ernment stores have been sold on
sealed bids. This may be easier
for the government but usually
means that stores are sold in large
lots to buyers who have re-sold.
He wants some method found which
woud place the stores right in the
hands cf small users. That vyould
save time bidding, and be less dis
ruption to normal trade.
The
tores could be listed at a fair val
uation and needs for the stores
'rom prospective customers listed
so that an immediate start could
be made now on the problem, he
says.
Some letters have come to tne
asking my support of the bill in
troduced by Representative Hobbs,
of Alabama, to establish a uniform
system of bankruptcy throughout
the United States. Hearings have
been held on tliis bill but it has not
yet been reported by the Committee
on Judiciary. Representative Fel
lows, of Maine, is a Member of this
Committee and I shall talk with
him about the measure.
The Office of Defense Transpor
tation says that no one can go in
to the taxi business unless he was
in it September. 1942, or unless he
can shew the additional transpor
tation is absolutely necessary in
the place where he wishes to set
up.

Mrs. Arnold Garden of New York
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs
Richard Damery.
The High School girls and boys
basketball teams will meet Thom
aston High at the YMCA. Fri
NATURE STUDIES: THE CROW
day at 7.30.
| For The Courier-Gazette |
/«
The Congregational Circle met
That sly and crafty bird the crow.
L» always round where gardens grow, Wednesday
I
with Mrs. Georgia
i No blacker skillful thief than he
Cuccinotta.
: Did ever roost In lofty tree
i
1 Or pull up squash or sprouting pea,
Mrs. Frank Harding, formerly of
It seems to me
Isleboro announces the engagement
He surely knows the thieving art.
In honest ways he has no part.
of her daughter, Miss Lucille Dyer
He takes his long pickpocket jaw
To pull up com and fill his maw.
to Pfc. Thornton Cass of Laconia,
I often hear his loud guffaw,
No date has been set for the wed
Caw, caw, caw, caw.
ding.
I had a garden on the Neck,
I sowed some seed, about a peck.
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick S Powers
If came up nice, the field was green.
And then the crows they stripped it wish to inform their friends that
clean,
Scene in "Victory Through Air Power”—Children’s Matinee Wed.,, 4 P. M.
they have not been motoring through
They didn't leave a single bean
Upon the scene.
Massachusetts.
sc-n Allen of Quincy, Mass.; Miss They’ll chase him fair or chase him
Camden High opened the Hoop
dearly love to chase an owl,
Katherine Gregory of Arlington, They foul,
League Season Thursday with a
THOMASTON
Mass.; Arthur Gregory of New Ha They gather in an army strong.
double
victory over Lincoln Acad
v zv xv x*
They
always
have
their
battle
song,
XV .V. zv x*
ven, Conn and Clar.-nce of Green
Caw, caw. along.
emy. The lassies of Camden came
wich. Conn.; Mr. and Mrs Stanley If crows have virtues, tell me some,
GLADYS O. CONDON
out cn top with a 36-27 score with
Gregory and son Earle of York Vil Fcr on that side I'm simply dumb,
Correspondent
I
’
d
like
to
bat
them
on
the
hose,
A. Galanti pacing the team with
XN Xs Xs. XV
AAA.*
lage.
And tear their glossy funeral clothes,
22
points. It Was a fast and hard
their necks- Do you sup
Harris Shaw ol Boston visited his And wring
Tel. 113-3
pose
fought game from start to finish.
I don’t like crows?
mother Mrs. Henry Shaw and his
Lincoln Academy led at the first
Austin S. Calderwood
Neil Carleton Libby has completed sister Miss Frances Shaw last week,
Vinalhaven.
quarter 10-7. The Camden girls
the course of training in the Avia- leaving Thursday to spend the day
came to the front in the second
MR R R
tion Ordancemen school in Mem- with his brother Maynard Shaw in
quarter and held the lead through
BEYOND THE SUNSET
phis, Tenn.
1 Portland.
out the game. At the end of the
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
Mrs Edna Young was hostess to I Miss Priscilla Hastings, who has
Beyond the setting sun the shadows half it was 18 to 16 and still any
Thursday Club. Two tables were in been spending her holiday recess
wait.
body’s game. The last half Cam
play. There were two substitutes: J with his mother, Mrs. Hannah So soon they come‘and quietly pass by. den kept well in front and at the
Before me. gold and crimson form a
Mrs. Emma Greenleaf and Mrs. , Hastings, has returned to Mercy
glory gate.
Behind, those purple shadows darken final whistle the score was 36-27
Elizabeth Grafton. Prizes were won Hospital in Portland where she is
evening's sky.
The Camden Girls are looking for
by Mrs. Edna Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth a student.
Somewhere, beyond the sunset clouds ward to their game with Thomas
of gold
Grafton and Mrs. Emma Greenleaf. ■ Twelve members of the Third Airthe joys that man has ever ton Friday night and promise to
Mrs. Edith Clark will entertain the , craft Recognition Class, who com- Live all
known:
put up a hard fight. The hoys in
songs and Summer clouds piled
club in two weeks.
Dieted the course, will receive their Bird fold
a comparatively slower game troun
on fold.
The Pythian Sisters will meet certificates tomorrow night at 7.33 Yes. there our choicest birds have ced their Lincoln Academy guests
safely flown.
Friday at 1 o’clock at the home of j in Watts hall from O. E. Wishman,
E. A. CHAMPNEY
Fair
flower
faces ’mid waving grasses to the tune of 35-16. Ray Allen,
Mrs. Forrest Grafton, Brooklyn ; District Director, who will also
■te. u—*
Correspondent
dance
acting captain of the home team
xv xx xs x>
Heights, to organize a circle. Each ' show moving pictures and demon- By dimpling rivers wandering on their was high scorer with 11 points to
way;
SfflMVrZMWr OXOMi
may take sewing.
istrate plane models which are to be And swift bright wings across the his credit. The Boys are also look
Tel. 2229
landscape
glance.
I Atvwao!
Wv .
Stated meeting of Grace Chapter, made by observers this Winter. Any All lovely things can there securely ing forward to the Thomaston
O.E8, will be held Wednesday at one interested may attend. It is
stay.
Because of the severe storm last
Game Friday and will be in there
8 o’clock. Annual election of offi- hoped that all ground observers Oh, this I know, when sunset colors fighting to win.
MUCH
week
it was impossible to conduct
j
made.
DOES IT COST TO
cers.
will be there.
They rise to shine upon a fairer shore!
the
scrap
collection.
It
will
be
Pfc. Robert Merchant, who is
Sgt. and
Mrs. Kenneth Crute , Capt. Woodrow Wilson returned to Fulfilling thus the law which God
MAINTAIN A MILE.
has made,
stationed at Alabama Polytechnic collected next Saturday, Jan. 15.
(Miss Evelyn Hahn) formerly of J New York Sunday after spending Retold for us In glory as of yore.
OF HIGHWAY
Mrs. Frederick B.
McAlary
Institute, Auburn Ala. has return
this town, are parents of a son, the weekend with Mrs Wilson and And thus 'twill be when ends the sun
'/>
(Josephine
Pitts)
has
a
position
as
ed after passing a furlough at the
trail.
\>jATtS
Lauriston Converse born Jan 6 at his mother, Mrs. Minnie Wilson and When set
twilight bids goodby to dawn home of his parents, Mr. and JMrs. teacher of mathematics in the
the Lying-In Hospital, Boston.
ing light.
sister Miss Harriette.
Farmington High School.
Knowing no night can e'er His bright Warren Merchant.
Word has been received that S
BUTTECFLY VALVE
ness veil,
Nina C. Gregory
The Johnson Society will meet
The Community Hospital Club
I turn and walk content Into the
Sgt. Richard F. Moore has arrived
night .
Services for Mrs. Nina Crane
met Thursday with Mrs. A.W. Rich. Wednesday with Miss Maricn
safely in Galena, Alaska, where he
Mary E. L. Taylor
I
Weidman. Quilts will be tacked.
Gregory, 78. who died at the home
Rockland.
is stationed in the Army Air Force,
U ** GASOLINE
News
has
been
received
of
the
of a daughter, Mrs. E. Foster Fales
R R R R
as chief radio operator. Upon his
Thomaston
Basketball
WILL THE
safe
arrival
in
England
of
Free

Elm street, Tuesday, were held Fri
return he received the good news
AVECAGE CAC
A
HAPPY,
HAPPY
NEW
YEAR
day at Davis funeral home, Rev J.
Thomaston High and Crosby High man Hawes. His address can be
that he had been promoted to
[For The Courier-Gazette|
CONSUME IN
Charles MacDonald of the First
Belfast met head on at Thomas ■ obtained from the family.
of
106° J|»
Technical Sergeant.
A Happy. Happy New Year
Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith,
Baptist Church Rockland, officiated
ton last Friday night, the local lads
Our hearts send out to you.
Roy R. Bell, Jr., S2c, who is sta
Happy. Happy New Year
and burial was in the family lot in A May
after a hard battle came out on top Mrs. Beatrice Richards and Mrs.
skies again be blue.
tioned at Newport, R I. goes to
Dorothy Crockett attended the Answers to Quiz for Drivers
the Skinner cemetery, East Warren As with a heaven-bom courage
21-19.
Brooklyn N. Y. to attend Fire
Mrs. Gregory was born' in War
Which knows no doubt or fear.
The first quarter was hard and Bishops meeting Monday in Ban
School for several days.
A.—According to the Public Roads
along to viotory
ren, Dec. 14, 1865. daughter of Seth WeInmarch
fast, but the score at the end of it gor.
store for us this year.
Administration, it costs $471.32 an
Mrs. Letitia Starrett went re
The Methodist Junior Ladies’ nually to keep a mile ol road in sound
and Asenath Swift Crane and had The flame of hope bums brightly.
was 2 to 1, in favor of Thomaston.
cently to Bc-ton where she met her
Our confidence Is strong.
made her home with her daughter
The second period saw things pick Aid will meet Wednesday with operating condition.
son, Capt. Earl Starrett and then
‘•We cannot fail, our cause is Just”
the last four years coming from her
up, and at the end of the half the Mrs. Dorothy Crockett.
A.—It is a pivoted metal disk act
This is our freedom's song.
she went on to visit her grandson,
ing
like the damper in a stove pipe,
Pekes
were
still
in
front,
12
to
7.
home at Glen Cove.
Harbor
Light
Chapter,
OE5
will
The clouds are lifting slowly.
William Starrett in Washington. D.
located
in the inlet of the carburetor,
The light of peace shines through.
Besides Mrs. Fales she is survived When
In
the
third
period
little
scoring
meet at Masonic Hall Tuesday at
we shall feel its soothing warmth
C.
and
controlling
tjie amfiunt of vapor
was
done,
but
the
ball
flew
all
over
by another daughter, Miss Kather
Is up to me and you.
7.30 and rehearse fcr installation. ized gasoline supplied to the engine.
Basketball game tomorrow night
the floor at a high speed. Crosby’s
ine T. Gregory' of Arlington, Mass.; We have a task unfinished
Pvt. Cecil Dennison of Ft. Dev
A.—About 670 gallons, or 20 gal
at 7 30 in the High School Gym.
We must not loiter here.
six sons, John E. of Quincy, Frank But with God's help press onwaid rally fell short, and Thomaston still ens. Mass., spent the week-end lons less than in 1935, according to
Boys will play the Camden Army
led 15 to 14 now.
one expert. However, wartime labo
S. of Arlington, Mass, William of And win the war this year.
with his family.
Base and the girls play the alumnae.
ratory developments are expected to
a Happy. Happy New Year,
With about three minutes to go,
I Rockland Arthur C. of Hamden, Yes,
Mrs.
Mary
Small
is
a
surgical
pa

Our hearts send out again
Those from out of town who at
boost
mileage even higher.
Al Home, Belfast captain, was out tient at the Camden Community
1 Conn, and Stanley D. of York Vil As In our prayer we whisper
tended the funeral of Mrs. Nina
"Peace
on
earth,
good
will
to
men."
on fouls, followed very shortly by Hospital.
lage; 11 grandchildren and seven
Gregory were: Frank Gregory and
Harriet Cold Parker
Captain
Russ Kelley of Thomaston.
great-grandchildren.
Pvt. Chester Page, stationed at
son Frank of Arlington, Mass.; Mr
Lynch, local center, was laid out im Harrisburg, Pa., is spending a few
J. Henry Brown
and Mrs. Gardiner Gregory and son
Smith Nursing Home where he had mediately afterward, but stayed in. days’ furlough at his home.
Gary of Milo; John Gregory and
J. Henry Brown died Jan 5, at the
been a patient for the past 14 days. The Pekes finally got their hands on
As many as possible are urged to
He was born in this town July 12, the ball and kept it in their pos attend the evangelistic meeting
1882 His father Elwood Brown session until the final whistle. Home Tuesday at the Baptist) Church,
was from Thomaston and his was high man for Belfast with 10 Rockland. The Rockport Church
mother Emma F. Howland was born points, while Kelley and Lynch were is to be represented as a group.
high for the Pekes with eight points
in
Warren.
The New Year
Mi’s.' Charles Cavanaugh is a
apiece.
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
He is survived by a brother Al
The guards on both teams, Mer
you a glorious
The Twentieth Century Club will
bert Brown erf this town and a sis rill and Stone for Crosby, and Kan
meet Friday with Miss Marion
ter of Warren.
gas and Reilly played outstanding
Weidman who is entertaining for
Rites were held Saturday at Davis defensive games throughout.
Mrs. Alice Gardner.
Funeral Home, Rev. Hubert F.
The score:
Mrs. Maude Walker will entertain
Leach officiating. The body was put
Thomaston 21
th
Baptist Ladles' Circle Wednes
in the receiving vault until Spring
(MKJ ,' a
G'
F
Pts. day.
<
f
Photo by Margaret Bourkr H’hiti
Kelly, If ................. 3
2
8
The Red Cross will meet at their
POPULAR
MOPPET.
Ann Carter,
Beattie, rf ............ 0
0
0 roomsTuesday afternoon and eve
who
plays
an
important
juvenile
Sullivan, rf .......... 0
0
0 ning.
/
>
role in Samuel Coldwyn’a elaboratr
Lynch, c .... .«......... 4
0
8
Mrs. Elizabeth Annis, who has production “The North Star,” apReilly, lg ............. 0
0
0 been recovering from her recent pears in that picture as above. The
Kangas, rg ........... 2
15 illness, has suffered a relapse and 6-year-old lass is in Hollywood de
mand.
RKO Radio now has her
is back in bed again.
rast as the central figure in “Curse
9-3
21
Mrs. William Ingraham is visit- j of the Cat People,” to represent a
Crosby 'lO
ing
Mr. Ingraham in Richmond. Va. [
$
problem child.
G
F Pts.
Gross, If ............... 10
2
Coombs, If ........... 0
0
0
Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday
Perkins, rf ........... 10
2
Home, c ............... 4
2
10
Merrill, lg ____ __ 2
1
'5
Stone, rg ............. 0
0
0
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

Samuel M Smith o
C., has recently anno

One of the many thrilling scenes in “Submarine Base”

ZV

Yes—this Sealt.-st Flavor-of-theMonth for January is a brand new
creation—marvelously smooth, de
licious and refreshing. Enjoy it at
your soda fountain by the plate and

ICE CREAM

ICE CREAM
>

General Ice Cream Corporation
DitiuoH of National Dairy Prodacti Corporation
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NIC NITVIII
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Lester D. Ingerson
visiting his sister, N
Dinsmore and his f
Ingerson of Grace strei

Mr. and Mrs. Haive
of ©carboro Beach.
Rockland and South
were visitors in Rock'
Mr Crowley is empl
shipyard in South Poi
were accompanied by
Gordon Crowley, who
one of the merchant ir

Z"»

Billie Burke, Donald Woods and Elyse Knox in “So’s Your Uncle’’

Working For Victory

energy.

• • • •
Mrs.
Knute
Carlson, Suffolk
(Continued from Page Two)
Robert J. Powell, Jr., who has j street has received word that the
been spending two weeks with his 1 address of her son. Harold V.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Powell of T Eergren. EM lc. U.S.CG, has
street, Rockland, has returned to been changed from New York to:
his duties with the Merchant Ma Fleet Post Office, San Francisco.
rine. He may be addressed in care Calif. Friends will recall the name
of the Seamen’s Church Institute, of his ship. The War Department
25 South street, New York, N. Y. 1 prohibits its publication.
• • • •
• • • *
Cpl. William M. Burns. Jr., of Cot
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph G. Benner of
tage
street, who has been hospital
South Waldoboro have recently re
ized
in England for several weeks
ceived. a cablegram cf Christmas
following
an injury to his leg, exand New Year’s’ greetings from
pecLs
to
undergo
another operation
their son. James H. Benner, who
for
the
wounded
limb.
His address
has arrived safely and is somewhere
.
remains:
30th
General
Hospital,
in England.
• • • •
care of Postmaster, New York City.
Pvt. ^Wilfred L. Mills has re
turned to North Carolina, having
SEARSMONT
spent Christmas with his parents,
Miss Elizabeth Hills of Oakland
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills of Rock was guest the past week of Mrs.
land. His address is: ASN-31399401, Frank Bryant.
1181st Group, 3C2d Wing. B T.C.,
Miss Leona Smith cf Belfast vis
No. 10. Greensboro, North Carolina. ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
o • o •
Walter Aldus recently.
Pfc. Oren L. Robinson, son of
Rev. Mary Bibson was called re
Mrs. Levander Newbert, of Waldo cently to North Waldoboro to at
boro, has a new address. Censor tend the funeral of John Burnship rulings prevent the publica hejmer, a former parishioner.
tion of the address, but it may be
Mr. and MA John Burgess and
obtained1 by friends by communi daughters, Erftfci Jftlrd Ruth of Wal
cating with Mrs. Newbert.
doboro called Saturday on Mr. and
• • • •
Milton H. Wooster, Seaman, lc, Mrs. Harold Ccbb.
Pvt. IJndlcy Warner, who has
who is serving in the U. S. Coast
been
stationed at Amarillo Field,
Guard, has a new address, which
may be obtained by communicat Field. Texas, visited relatives here
His
ing with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. recently while on furlough.
youngest
brother,
Stanley,
is
staying
Ansel Wooster of 34 Holmes street,
for a time at the home of his grand
Rockland.
• • • •
mother, Mrs. Lula Sprowl. r
Mrs Ada Hawes is a surgical pa
In his local baseball days Cal.
Smith of Tenant’s Harbor was al tient at the Bradbury Memorial
ways on the spot where the action Hospital in Belfast.
was hottest and that the armed
forces find him with the same spirit
Our boys must keep on fight
Is borne out by reports from Italy
ing—we must keep on buy
which show him wounded Dec. 10.
ing WAR BONDS until vie- v
tory is won. Keep on BACK- ~
He is making a prompt and vigor
ING THE ATTACK.
ous (recovery with characteristic

STITCHERS
WANTED

Robert Maxey, son
Mrs. Earle Maxey of T
an appendectomy patie
Hospital.
Coat clearance sale al
Leach Specialty Stoi
St.
A.

For immediate disr:
group Knox felt hats
original price; other
price. Sarah Linnell
Copper Kettle.—adv.
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‘ PHONEY EXP1
Mardi Gras—In

LATEST NEV
SPECIAL CIIILDI
MATINEE WEDNESIl
Under 12, lie; 12 ar

TODAY

ALICE FAYE
“THE GANG’S ALL

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

STYLE GOES
TO

Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

we can use your services

C. S. TiiMry Departmtnt

James iL. Burns of
returned yesterday to
the Bath Iron Works.
Illness of four weeks.

JOHN GARFIEL
“THE FALLEN SP?

If you have free time either mornings or afternoons

Your money goes Into battle every
iime you invest in War Bonds—goes
up to the German lines in the form of
tanks, planes, assault boats as pic
tured here in the Mediterranean
crea.
Success of our troops depends upon
the help they get from the home
front. Bullets fired yesterday won't
win tomorrow’s battle. War Bonds
bought last month won’t pay for
our next offensive. Give your dol
lars action: Buy More War Bonds.

Miss Mary Louise
dent at Skidmore Colli
Springs, N. Y., is visit
ents, Rev. and Mrs. R<
The college has surpe
until Feb 1, owing to
epidemic and because
age of fuel.

FRIDAY-SATUR

FULL OR PART TIME

8
3
19
The Thomaston girls defeated the
Belfast girls 38 to 18.

in sodas and sundaes. And don’t
forget, too, that your Sealtest dealer
has a good supply of those Sealtest
Real Fruit Milk Sherbets that are so
high in quick-energy value.

FRO-JOY

z\
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ORANGE NOUGAT

Tuesday-Friday

Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person

VANBAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO.
CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Persons now engaged in essential indusatry will not be
considered)

90-tf

Maureen O'Hara, Sam Goldenberg, John Garfield, and Waller Slezak in
“The Fallen Sparrow’’

I

You don’t have
to bother with your
style it in a flatter^
for an all-occasion
appearance.

PERMANEJ
$5, $6, $ .J
Three Expert Bj

GILBEI

day-FridaV

ursday

Rubinstein Coffee

Social Matters
Sam Savitt of Cutler’s Inc., is in
Boston on a business trip.

Samuel M. Smith of Belhaven, N.
C., has recently announced the en
gagement of his daughter, Miss
Dorothy Hayes Smith of Norfolk.
Va., to Francis Earle Havener, Jr,
son of Mr. and Mrs Havener of
Broadway. Miss Smith is a grad
uate of the Peabody Conservatory
of Music in Baltimore. Mr. Have
ner also studied at Peabody, major
ing in voice. He served two years
in the armed forces, 17 months of
which he was in Panama, C. Z., and
received a medical discharge re
cently. He is now studying at Ohio
State University, Columbus. The
wedding is set for the near future.

Base"

Mr. and Mrs. George Gherardi
h?ve returned from North Haven
where they spent several days as
guests of Mrs. Gherardi's grand
mother, Mrs. Agnes Mills.

Sherwood Strout of Franklin
street, who is entering the Army
Jan. 10, was given a farewell sur
prise party at his home Thursdayevening by a group of his friends.
Music and dancing featured and
refreshments were served. Sher
wood was presented with a money
belt containing a sum of money.
Those present were: Mrs. Genevive Strout. Kingsley Strout.
Vivian Strout, Sherwood Strout.
Laura Carver, Louise Payson, Har
old Payson, Arvo Salo, Clarence
Thistle, Harold Williams, Richard
Giles, Allyn Patten Earl Haskell
Jr., Mrs. Eugene Tolman, Mrs. Neal
Douglas, Neal Douglas Jr., Mrs.
Frances Haskell, Mrs. Inez LehiO.
Mrs. Helmi Morang, Mrs. Bertha
Daggette, and' Mr. and Mrs. Clif
ford Parsons.

Corp, and Mrs. Bentley Olidden,
who have been recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl O Borgerson of Park
street, returned Saturday to New
castle, where they will visit Mr. and
Mrs. John N. Olidden, while Cor
poral Olidden is still on furlough.

Lester D. Ingerson of Boston is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Percy S.
Dinsmore and his father, Hiram
Ingerson of Grace street.
Hr

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey D. Crowley
of ©carboro Beach, formerly of
Rockland and South Thomaston,
were visitors in Rockland Sunday.
Mr Crowley is employed at the
shipyard in South Portland. They
were accompanied by their son. H.
Gordon Crowley, who is an oiler on
one of the merchant marine vessels.

u

Kennedy Crane, accompanied by
his son Robert of Skowhegan, is
spending the week in New York.

Miss Rose Evansky of Old County
road is a surgical patient at Knox
Hospital.
Mrs. J. H. Breen, w-ho was called
here because of the death of her
sister, Mrs Walter T. Prescott, has
returned to her heme in Augusta.

Miss Mary Louise Welker, stu
dent at Skidmore College, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., is visiting her par
ents, Rev and Mrs. Roy A Welker.
The college has suspended classes
until Feb. 1. owing to the influenza
epidemic and because of the short
age of fuel.

Mrs. William Sibiski and Mrs.
Charles Heino of Old County road,
observed their birthdays Sunday.
They were born in the same month
and on the same day, but in differ
James iL. Burns of Grace street ent years.
returned yesterday to his dufies at
Danford L. Post ("Danny”), son
the Bath Iron Works, following an
of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Post, en
illness of four weeks.
tertained a group of his young
Robert Maxey, son of Mr and friends Saturday afternoon, the oc
Mrs. Earle Maxey of Thomaston, is casion being his first birthday.
an appendectomy patient at Knox Those present were Linda J. Barrows, Robert A. Huntley, Bonnie
Hospital.
Billings. Dona Noyes, Sylvia Noyes,
Coat clearance sale at the Vesper Nancy J. Young, Joy M. Mazzeo.
A. Leach Specialty Store, 367 Main Carolyn Steeves, Betty Fraser, Caro
St.
2-5 line Bodman, and his Grandmother
Post. The mothers were special
guests. Little Danny's maternal
For immediate disposal, small grandmother, Mrs. Charles Bodman.
group Knox felt hats at one-half was unable to be present because of
original price; other hats half- illness in her family. The young
price. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. host received many nice gifts. Two
Copper Kettle.—adv.
2-3 birthday cakes and ice cream were
the main feature of the refresh
ments.

Your I'nclc”

Carlson, Suffolk
bd word that the
son, Harold V.
. U.S.CG., has
jm New York to:
San Francisco
ill recall the name
War Department
ilicaticn.
» •
Surns, Jr., of Cots been hospltalor several weeks
to his leg, exnot her operation '
mt. His address
, neral Hospital,
New York City.

MONT
dills of Oakland
t week of Mrs.
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ntly.
>n was called reWaldoboro to atof John Burnparishioner,
iphn Burgess and
thrt Ruth of Wal- »
trday on Mr and
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Varner, who has
t Amarillo Field,
ted relatives here
n furlough.
His
Stanley, is staying
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WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY

THERE’S A THRILL
IN THE AIR

. WALT DISNEY'S .

VICTORY
THROUGH

AIR POWER
( Based aa tbs nation-wide best-selor j

MAJOR De SEVERSKY |

THREE STOOGES in
“PHONEY EXPRESS"
March Gras—In Color
LATEST NEWS

lust keep on flghtust keep on buyItONDS until vlc. Keep on BACKATTACK.

MRS. ROSE PRESCOTT
Funeral services were held Sat
urday afternoon at the Burpee
Funeral Home for Rose L. Prescott.
She was the oldest daughter of
Artemus S. and Clara (Webber)
Tibbetts of Boothbay Harbor, and
her early years were spent in that
town. The family later moved to
Rockland.
She was married April 13. 1887
to Walter T. Prescott, who died
19 years ago. They made their
home in Richmond, Va., and Bal
timore for many" years, returning
about 23 years ago to Rockland.
Mrs. Prescott is survived by two
brothers, Herman E, and Edwin S.
Tibbetts of Rockland, and a sister.
Mrs. Lillian H. Breen of Augusta,
and several nephews, nieces and
other relatives. Interment will be
In Achorn cemetery in the Spring.

SPECIAL CHILDREN’S
MATINEE WEDNESDAY 4 P. M.
Under 12, lie; 12 and over 33c

Buy War Bonds and Stamms

Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellow* Block, City, lor Furs, Fui
Coat* and Cloth Coat* at moderate
price*.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
JOHN GARFIELD in
“THE FALLEN SPARROW”

TODAY
ALICE FAYE in
„
“THE GANG’S ALL HERE"

NERS
E

Person

Belts

mrs. mona

McIntosh

TEL. 296-W

2*5

ry will not be

t
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EL Salvador can be reached from
THE US. BV SHIP, PLANE, TRAIN, BUS.
AUTOMOBILE AND TELEPHONE.

,
By K. S. F.
A Turkish Legend

PARK

PL SALVADOR WiLL BT THE FIRST
REPUBLIC TOUAVE ITS (’ART OP THE PAM
AMERICAN HISmIIN P/ZfP PROM ENO
TO END. THE LEMPA RIVER BRIDGE IS
THE LONGEST SUSPENSION SPIPGS
ON THE WHOLE HIGHWAY.
I**’'". : »

El Salvador, like it«.neighboring
Middle American republics, la
supplying its vital share of stra
tegic war crops to the United
Nations’ war effort. To its plentiful and choice coffee crop it
has added henequen and sisal
(for twine), kapok, castor oil,
Balsam of Peru, and, experimen
tally, rubber, all important war
materials. El Salvador’s produc
tion of tropical crops is primary
evidenoe of the interdependence
between the United States and
Middle America. After the war,
that interdependence will con
tinue to be the cornerstone of
'---- ii«nhenc solidarity.

•BALSAM OP PERU.” A MEDlflNA! S-RUP -’"OATTFD
PROM BALSAM TREES. IS POUND ONLN IN EL
SALVADOR. ORIGIN A LLV MISNAMED BECAUSE
IT WAS TRANS-SHIPPED CPOM CALI AU PERU.
TO SPAIN.

I government is making for their re
habilitation
The national head1 quarters is in close touch with the
Presented At Meeting Of i War Department whose Recondi
tioning Unit operates three hospi
Rockland’s Hard Of Hear
tals to which deafened soldiers are
ing Society
taken.
Mrs. Gladys Thomas was hostess Thei rfnst help comes from the
medical division where everything
to Rockland Society fcr the Hard cf
possible is done to effect a cure; if
Hearing Thursday. The year's ac not curable they go to the acoustic
tivities were reviewed by Miss division where advice about a hear
Maude Marsh, recording secretary, ing aid is given; then to the lip
find gifts to Miss Corbett for wel reading division After this the Red
fare work and to the County War ' Cress steps in with pians for recreaj tion and interviews regarding a new
Chest were reported
1 occupation.
Mrs. Richard McGill, Eastern j Already casualties in Africa,
Zone vice president, in a release Europe and the Pacific area have
to all zone chapters, announced that included servicemen partially or to
the American Society for the Hard tally deafened. On the industrial
of Hearing will celebrate its silver I front, the heariing of a large numJ ber is also being affected by con
anniversary this year.
Excerpts from a paper, "Hearing stant exposure to ^noise; to the
and the war” given in Boston re sounds of pneumatic riveting, air
cently by Miss Betty Wright, execu , hammers and the din of machinery.
tive director of the A.S.H.H., told of Many chapters are actively partic
the interest centered in the war ipating in this rehabilitation prodeafened. In World War I there I gram while others are indirectly
were 240.CO0 soldiers permanently helping by their membership in th£
deafened. In the present conflict, national society.
Greetings were read frem Mrs.
because of new developments in
Bessie
Hewett. Milton. Mass., Mrs.
modern warfare and the extension
Alice
Nortluott,
New Bedford Mrs.
of aerial combat a much greater
Julia
Marley,
Gardiner,
and Mrs.
number of cases may be expected.
Blanchard
Ornc,
Waterville,
and a
At the end of the first war all the
help given the returning soldiers social hour was enjoved. The next
with severe hearing loss was that meeting will be held Thursday at
of lip reading. Now a national so 47 Broad street.
ciety with 25 years experience is
Buv War Ronas and Stamps
vitally interested in the plans the

Review Of The Year

INLAID UNOLEUMS
ART SQUARES

4
)■’
A*

Come in and ask to see a Trintyle Floor, or Tel. 1494

and ask our floor expert to call.

for and Guaranteed.

and His Orchestra

JACK
TEAGARDEN

*‘K

ond His Orchestra

PLUS LATEST NEWS

OV&*
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. V.
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF AUBURN

AL S HAIRDRESSING SALON
Because of the popularity of our

Floors contracted

Terms if desir? ’!

JAN GARBER

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
PHONE 142
8€Ttf

MDDlt

AAttRICA

WA& BONDS

MARY G1R1EN

SALON

This And That

A certain Pasha dead five thousand
years.
I
Once from his harem fled in sud
den tears.
And
had this sentence on the city
!
gate
,
Deeply engraven: "Only God is
;
great.”
So these four words above the city’s
noise
Hung like the accents of an angel’s
voice,
And evermore, from the high bar
bican,
Saluted each returning caravan . . .
Lost in that city's glory. .Every
gust
Lifts, with dead leaves, the unknown
Pasha’s dust,
And all is ruin—save one wrinkled
gate
Whereon is written: “Only God
is Great.”
—Thomas Bailey Aldrich.
a a a •
Now scarce tin is being replaced in
bronze alloys by silicon, which can
be produced in great quantities. It
has a tensible strength tbout 2 per
cent greater than that of the bronze
alloy containing tin.
OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOGPAPH
• • • •
SPRUCE HEAD
These girls are training to be aerographer's mates — the "weather
A pretty good example of "fol
After the most severe snow storm girls” of the WAVES. After a 12 weeks’ course, during which they
receive
instruction
in
the
operations
of
weather
observation,
such
as
lowing
copy” was given by Vice
for many years, this village was the use of meteorological instruments, charts, weather codes, etc.,
President
Wallace when reading his
finally plowed out late Saturday they’ll wear the rating badge shown in the inset. The girl at the right
prepared
speech recently. Along
afternoon. It was practically iso is adjusting a theodolite to check rate of ascension and drift of the
balloon
which
the
other
WAVE
is
about
to
release.
These
are
among
lated from late Thursday night the many interesting win-the-war jobs open to American girls from about the middle of the speech he
until Saturday afternoon, with no 20 to 36, who have had two years’ high or business school education, read these words: "At this point
tell a humorous story.” This did
mail Friday. Mr. Archer did a fine are in good health and who can furnish good character reference*.
the trick better than the humorous
job in getting the mail through
story.
the writer for her Christmas joy—
REMEMBRANCE
Saturday, walking through drifts 18
• • • •
inches high, from Clark Island to
It is the unexpected in our daily a beautifully constructed dinnerFrom
"State
Chat” I quote:
the South Tho'maston Post Office, rounds of life which often peeks I table decoration, all from nature s
Daisy
Mac
has
enlisted with the
with the mail bag slung over his cur pleasure and retrospective lavish gifts of charm and loveli
shoulder. He left Clark Island at thought. At Christmas time come ness for cur Winter's enjoyment Navy. The Brunswick airport boys
9.30 a m. and reached South many delights to the heart, espe and all frem the deep wcods with say that when she is in evening
Thomaston at 2.20 p. m. by way of cially when a friend of recent years, cne exception, a vine growing up gown she is belle of the ball. But
Waterman's Beach. Good work, finds in us that something respon into and over a tree, and lovely she prefers her sweater when she
Mr. Archer.
sive to her inner soul, understood v. .th its bittersweet red berries en takes a flight. They say she has
cased in golden petals of crisp looks and she has brains, and is a
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Simmons and treasured. Such a gift came to
shells.—K. S. F.
Lana Turner, Hedy Lamarr and
and Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Ran
Betty Grable all in one—dog! She
dall and daughter Mildred were I
is a Gold Star mother, for one of
supper guests Thursay of Mr. and j
..
■?
fl
her 16 children gave his life in the
Mrs. Jchn McKenzie.
service. Another son is with the
Stephanie, infant daughter of Lt. '
K-£) division of the Army. As far
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
and Mrs. Robert Wolf was chris
as can be surmised, she is 70 per
Adults 25c; Children 11c
tened Sunday at St. Bernard’s
cent Spitz, and 30 percent unknown.
Church in Rccfcland, with Miss
“HAPPY GO LUCKY”
Her special assignment is keeping
Eleanor Morton and Rodney Mur
the hangar free from mice, at which
with
phy of Rcckland as godparents.
she qualifies 103 percent. Her rat
Mary Martin, Dick Powell
Mrs. Fred C. Batty, Sr. has as
ing is first class mascot.
Betty Ilutton, Rudy Vallee
guests five grandchildren, Bobby,
• • • •
Danny, and Floyd McLeod of Port
Also
“Would your boy friend object if
land whose mother is ill; and
you
went out with other fellows?”
GALE STORM. RICK VALLIN
Bobby and Ardella Singer of Port
"He wouldn’t hear of such a
in
land whose father, Floyd Singer, is
thing.”
• • • •
ill with pneumonia.
“NEARLY EIGHTEEN”
A bachelor, I am told. Is a man
Miss Violet Carr of South Thom
who just wouldn't take "yes” for an
aston has been at the heme of Mr.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
answer.
and Mrs. Elbert Burton for several
• a a •
days.
‘MISSION TO MOSCOW”
Katy-dids are a kind of grass
Starring
hopper. There are several species
Walter Huston, Ann Harding
cf the long-horned bugs that make
BUY YOUR WAR BOND HERE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
the sound resembling the Katy-did
FRIDAY
MAY WE SERVE YOU?
but with some variations.
• • • • '
‘•OX-BOW INCIDENT”
“Bombs Away!” These bombs Maine as usual will be represented
■ ROCKLAND ■>
and
are leaving an American “fortress,” [With an exhibit at the Sportman’s
somewhere over Jap installations. Show in Boston Jan.14-18.
LAST TIMES TODAY
Our Big Cash Night $500
The bombs we make today will be
. • , •
DON’T MISS IT!
dropping -on German cities, Japa
Also Drawing For $25 Sure
nese islands in a very short time. A letter from a service man in
JOHN WAYNE
The
home front must fashion them New Guinea told of a new dessert
Winner
MARTHA SCOTT
and pay for them with War Bonds. i the cook served them which did
V. S. Treasury Department ! not get the desire fcr a second help
“IN OLD
ing. It was cold cooked macaroni
served with a hot chocolate sauce.
OKLAHOMA”
Want to try it?
PLUS LATEST NEW'S
• • • •
Materialism, with all its lack of
STARTS WEDNESDAY
faith in honesty, altruism and un
FOR TWO DAYS ONLY
AND
selfish service, is the greatest dan
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
ger China has to face in the near
future in the opinion of Dr. John
E. Linor, who writes from West Chi
na, “He ponts out a definite task
for all missionary endeavor; name
Our complete stock of
ly, to maintain faith in honesty and
Inlaid Linoleums will
unselfish service with work for the
overthrow of materialism in its
now enable the peo
worst phases.
ple of Rockland and
• • • •
An interesting ft»ct is this word
vicinity to add beauty
that comes to me about San Fran
CO-FEATURE
warmth and lasting
cisco. The present site is largely
wear to any floor in
man made, as is also Treasure Is
land in San Francisco Bay.
the house.
• • • •
Ice-capades are the excitement
I .
of the nights. The newest fem
Linoleums in any
inine star in Eleanor O'Meara.

DELTA
RHYTHM BOYS

BEAUTY

1 1. . 1

Alter

Number i\ in a series on the
eouulries of Middle America

beautiful patterns

Three Expert Beauticians

CKLAND, ME.

(Delayed)
New Years morning at 10.33 the
Rubinstein Club member gathered
at the Community Building for their
musical program and coffee. Be
cause of the prevailing colds and
influenza the prcgTam was much
shorter than planned. Dorothy
Havener, home from the New England Conservatory of Music for the
Christmas season, delighted the
members with her brilliant piano
numbers. .The first was Debussey s
First Arabesque which she played
with a msateiy of poise and technique. showing her training and
musicianship in memorizing her
difficult numbers, and with her delightfully liquid notes and charm of
execution. Her second number was
Shubert's Serenade.
P.ano duet by Mrs. Edna Rollins
and Mrs. Louie Rogers: a Invita
tion a la Valse, Weber; b Ptiesto
March, from Athalie Mendelssohn,
with the rest of the program im
provised. Then came coffee, sand
wiches and doughnuts. Mrs. Norma
Anderson poured, while the other
members of the committee. Mrs.
Faith Berry, Mrs. Louie Regers,
Mrs. Nathalie Snow and Miss Doro
thy Lawry assisted. The tables were
lighted with candles, and in the
midst of the silver and appointment
sat a lovely cherub with a Happy
New’ Year greeting.
#
Patriotic songs were enjoyed and
a thoroughly delightful event the
New Year Coffee proved to be.
Some extra entertainment was
propelled into the occasion, to the
pleasure of all.—K. S. F.

WAVES in Action★ ★★ Aeroqrapher's Mate

gauge and in 21

PERMANENTS
$5, $6, $7, $8

N & CO.
90-tf

SPENCER CORSETIERE
Foundation Garments and

You don't have a lot of time
to bother with your hair. Let us
style it in a flattering way . . .
for an all-occasion well-groomed
appearance.

or afternoons

In

ott

STYLE GOES
TO YOUR
HEAD

flight Factory
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Tuesday-Friday

TRINIDAD SALES CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

466 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 1494

Sad to relate the world has in
it approximately 6.000,000 blind per
sons and what will be the answer
when this war is over? Eyes are
precious members of the body and
should be cared for with constant
thought.
• • • •
At the conclusion of World War
1, the fastest pursuit plane had a
top speed of only 180 miles an
hour.
•
• • a •
Life is like a Jar of pot pourri;
salted down and well spiced, it may
in time produce a sweet savor.

PERMANENTS
we have increased our expert
staff to give prompt and more
efficient service.
REMEMBER that the founda
tion of a Good PERMANENT is a
good Contour Haircut.

All Hairstyling is done by Al per
sonally, or Mr. Neil
Neil Little has joined our Staff

286 Main St., Rockland
Tel. 826
2*3

Tuesday-Friday1
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“TheOMGaHows”

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Mrs .Overlook Quotes Dres
den History In Answering
Mrs. Cuddy

By the Pupils
Rev. Armin R Gesswein of the sky are recovering from appendec
Union Evangelistic Crusade, who tomies at Knox Hospital.
a • • •
has traveled extensively throughout
Mrs.
H.
Laton
Jackson and Mrs.
the European countries, was the
Cleo
Hopkins
were
substitutes this
speaker at Tuesday's assembly. Rev.
week.
Charles A. I.larstaller of Littlefield
• • • •
Memorial Church introduced the
The Junior High boys' basketspeaker whose topic was “The Real
ball teams, coached by Jim Flan
Nature of this War.” According to
agan, have won both games so far
Rev. Gesswein, the military aspect
this year. The next game is sched
is only the secondary issue in this
uled to take place at Thomaston,,
war. The real issue is a fomenting
on Tuesday night, Jan. 11.
revolution, an inner shaking of the
• • • •
countries in the world and to down
Onni Kangas of the senior
this revolution we must have a shortand class has recently passed
counter - revolution formed by the 120-word shorthand speed test.
Christianity. Said 'Rev. Gesswein, Students who have passed the 120“Christianity and, religion are in word test are Shelby Glendenning,
volved mightily in this struggle and Alice Hall. Betty Holmes. Christine
out of this war should come, not a Newhall, Elsie Norton, and Doris
survival, but a revival of Christi McIntyre.
anity.” During the assembly, Billy
• • • •
Hoyt, a member of the Evangelistic
Mary Rose Carrillo, a graduate
Crusade, sang the hymn, “I’d of the School of the Good Shepherd
of New York City, entered Senior
Rather Have Jesus.’’
Lloyd Snowdeal conducted morn High this week She arrived from
ing devotions and at the close of Bogota, capital of Colombia, South
the assembly Principal Blaisdell America alter five months of res
expressed the thanks and appreci idence with her parents in that
ation of the school for the fine city.
program ---Joan Abbott
• • • •
Civics Classes this week are busy
selecting the ten most important
news events of 1943. They include
the Terahan Conference, the prog
ress of the Red Army, the defeat
of the U Boat activities off our
coast, and the bombing of Ger
many.
• • • •
Mr. Blaisdell invited the mem
bers of the Clean Plate Club, from
the McLain Building, to see a mo
tion picture "Tire Perfect- Tribute”
at the high school on Wednesday.
• • • •
A new and increasingly popular
comedy, “Thumbs Up” has been
chosen as the Junior Class Play to
be presented in the high school
auditorium on the evenings oi
Samoans are proud to fight with
February 16 and 17. In the Jan
our
Army and Navy and pleased to
uary issue of “The Thespian Mag
spend their pay for War Bonds. This
azine" the publisheres report this Boatswain’s Mate at Pago is ex
play to be its best seller. "Thumbs changing currency for United States
Up” was first presented to the pub War Bonds. He has seen enough
lic in October, 1943. Try-outs for of war to know that idle money helps
cast are now being held with 50 no one.
Put your dollars to work for vic
Juniors originally out for the play. tory:
Buy More War Bonds.
Final try-outs are scheduled for
U. S. Treasury Defartmenl
Friday evening.
* • • •
TRIBUTE TO TEACHER
Two new books for the Library
this week are “So Little Time” by Ihipil of the Late Maggie I. Davis
John P. Marquand, and “How To
of Tenant’s Harbor Pays Hom
Pass a Written Examination” by
age in Verse
Harry C. McKown We expect a
•
Jamaica, Vt., Jan. 4.
great rush for the latter book in
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
the next few weeks.
• • • •
Thank you for your recent obitu
The Junior Librarians will meet ary of Mrs. Maggie I. Davis. The
with Mrs. Pitts.faculty advisor next article fails to mention the fact
Thursday morning, to organize for that at one time she was a public
their year’s work.
| school teacher and as such some of
• • • •
' us who were among her pupils will
The sad new’s of “Missing in remember her. In 1883 she taught
Action’” concerning their father the Tenant's Harbor Primary "The
has been received by Barbaia and , Little School” of the childhood ox
Eleanor Young. All sympathy goes . so many of your readers, I feel that
to them, and always the hope that I must add the enclosed attempted
a later bulletin will find more hope appreciation of her to your obitu
ful news.
ary statements.
4
• • • •
CHILDHOOD TEACHER
War stamps and bonds sold in
For one term she was my teacher.
Mrs. Pitts’ room Thursday amount
When first I attended school
In the long ago days of my childhood
ed to $762.50.
I sat 'neath her cultural rule.
• • • •
Then all her life long she considered
In a time test in the use of the
That I was still one of her boys.
sympathized with me In sorrow.
dictionary Betsy Cooper was the Had
Had shared with me all of my joys
To visit her once In a while
winner in Thursday's Freshman
And ever relcl-ed at mv rnmlntr
English class, taught by Mrs Gat- With a sincere and friendly welcome,
A kindly and beautlfm smile.
combe. and Elizabeth Fraser, on New
her ministry here on earth ended.
Her prayers for my highest success.
Friday.
She has gone to find rest from her
• • • •
la bo s
The Junior High home economics
In Paradise happiness.
am sure she awaits my coming
girls, taught by Mrs. Wiggin. ha.e I To
Join her in Heaven above
completed their clothing problems At the feet cf the Perfect Teacher
Who taught her all children
to
for the year. The 7th grade girls
love.
Allison M. Watts
have learned how to use a sewing
machine. The articles that have
ANSWER TO
been made are pin cushions, hold
CROSSWORD PUZZLB
ers, dish towels, and aprons. The
win gTade girls have worked on
blouses. Joan Young and Ethel
Smith were the first to finish
theirs. At present the 7th grade
girls are working cn their Groom
ing Program, which includes the
essentials of good glooming. Food
and Health Habits under Nutrition
are being discussed by the 8th
grade before their cooking classes
are started.
• • • •
Bena Anastasio and Rose Evan-

A Few Drops
Up Each Nostril Quickly Relieve

Head Cold Stuffiness
---------Specialized Medication Works Fast
Right Where Trouble Is!
Grand relief from sniffly, sneezy, stuffy distress of head
colds comes fast as Va-tro-nol spreads through the nose,
reduces swollen membranes—soothes irritation,
relieves congestion, helps clear cold-clogged nasal VICIlw
passages. Makes breathing easier— UOM VDA RlAl
try it! Follow directions in package. wfVl VtwHwL

Washington, Jan. 3.
Replying to the inquiry “When
Was the Old Gallows Used” I find
this reference in “History of Dres
den” by Charles Edwin Allen, pub.

1931, on page 254, quote:
‘‘.At this term of court Thomas
Meloney, of Cushing, for lewdness
continued from June 10th, 1785, to
the present time, was sentenced to
stand in the pillory one hour, and
be whipped thirty stripes ... As
this and other cases where whipping
was part of the penalty, were tried
here, we may rightly surmise that
both pillory and whipping post were
near where the gallows was known
to have been erected, that is, in the

field northeasterly from the pres
ent heme of Ellsbury W. Moody,
near the cld Court House. Tradition
affirms that the gallows was visible
from the river, and that some sat
in their boats on the water to wit
ness the hanging of Fortis and an
other, possibly Hadlock."
Page 253 in the same book also
says, a news item which appears in
the September 13. 1794. issue of The
Eastern He: aid. published at Port
land, which item runs as follows:

.
i

1
j
i

“Edmund Fortis, a negro man, now
under death sentence in Pownalborough jail for rape and murder,
is to be executed on the 25 Inst., be
tween 12 and 3 o’clock. According
to North’s History of Augusta. Fortis
was executed in September. 1794.
Other references in same Dresden
History* may also be found. Most
certainly the gallows was used before Maine became a state or the
Maine State Prison was established,
which was in 1824.

Does this satisfactorily answer
Mrs. Cuddy's request? Being some
what of a delver into history I was
interested in the query myself. “The
Old Court House" ls still standing
and although I have never been in
side it, I have seveial times been
past it. It was built in 1761 and
the builder was Gershom Flagg. It
is 45x44 feet in size and three stories
high and said to have 853 panes of
glass in the windows. The Old
Court House is open to visitors, I

have been told, during the Summer
months and I hope sometime to be
able to pay a visit to it.
Mrs. Clara Overlock.

P. S. Why not Ye Roving Re-"^
porter visit and give us one of his
most interesting stories about it?
[With gas so scarce, and a corre
spondent like Mrs. Overlock avail
able. there can be but one answer
as to who should have this inter
esting assignment. Mrs. Overlock,
you’re hereby elected.—IThe R. R.l
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YESTERDAY’S HEROES— Socalled “stunt” flights of a dozen
years ago are paying dividends
today. They not only made pos
sible the marvelous engines and
they developed some of
I planes,
our greatest airmen.
For in
stance, Brig. Gen. Elwood R.
Quesada, recently decorated for
directing bombing against Ger
many, piloted the first re-fueling
flight.
Col. Lester J. Maitland, now
leading bombing missions from
England, first flew non-stop to
Hawaii. And probably the most
famous today of yesterday’s he
roes is a little man with a seamed
face and cheery smile—Maj. Gen.
James H, Doolittle who once re
tired from racing because “I am
too old!”
AIRLINES APPLAUDED — U.
S. commercial airlines have re
ceived a well-deserved pat on the

I
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DROPPABLE FUEL TANteT SUCH AS
SHOWN ON THIS "LkSHTMlNS*FI5H7ER
NOT ONLYAPP R4N6E.- WHEN PROPPEP
WITH OA5 SfILt IN THEM THEY'RE >
VERY EFFECTIVE BCMBS/ "
back. The Office of War Informa
tion reports the domestic air
carriers today, despite fewer
planes, are carrying more passen
gers than ever before.
Hot competition among these
domestic lines developed the un
excelled operational procedure
that made such performance pos
sible and enabled them, in addi
tion, to carry the bulk of the air
cargo to the fighting fronts. The
one airline principally devoted to
overseas flying before the war
couldn’t carry the load alone.
That, say observers, is another
reason for extending the competit i v e system to international
routes. In a future crisis, the U.
S. would have the tools to do any
necessary job.
TOMORROW’S PLANE S—A
helicopter in every garage? Ap
parently not yet for a while. Col.
H. F. Gregory, the Army’s chief
’copter pilot, has just declared the
machine is more difficult to fly
than the conventional plane. But
he does predict a day of push
button controls.
At the same time three leaders
of the aircraft industry said the
greatest hope for a post-war in
crease in flying lay in the perfect
ing Jof a fool-proof airplane—a
flivver of the air—for the man-inthe-street. If they’re right, it
looks like wings, not rotors, will
continue to fly most of us for a
good many years after the war.

SCOn FURRiERS Sells

MORE Fur Coats

Than Any Other
Store In
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Offering Hundreds of Fur Coats At These

Featured Prices—See Them All!

TAX INCLUDED

TAX INCLUDED

TAX INCLUDED

Many Changes Mark

History of Bulgaria
As a result of wars and other pres
sures, territorial changes in Bulga
ria have occurred so frequently that
the nation has been compared to an
accbrdion in action. Long before in
dependence was won from Turkey
(1908), its boundaries, as an autono
mous state, were sharply expanded
and contracted. It gained consider
able ground in the First Balkan war
of 1912 and 1913, when Bulgaria and
allied Greeks, Serbs, and Montene
grins fought Turkey.
In the second Balkan war, many
of the gains were wiped out. Bul
garia’s participation in the World
war on the side of Germany and
Turkey resulted in the loss of the
valuable front on the Aegean sea
coast. This loss has never been ac
cepted as final by Bulgaria, and
has long played its part in the trou
blesome border questions of south
east Europe.
One of Bulgaria’s old demands for
lost regions was m?t in the 1940
territorial juggling in this part of
the world. Then Romania ceded
Bulgaria the southern Dobruja area,
along the northeastern Bulgarian
frontier. Germany’s invasion of
Greece and Jugoslavia brought the
occupation by Bulgarian troops of
Jugoslavian Macedonia and Grecian
Thrace and other districts.
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Cattle Shipping

When shipping, never use clubs
or canes in sorting and moving live
stock. Instead use a canvas slapper
or electric prod-pole, either of which
brings the desired results without
bruising.
Use well constructed loading
chutes that are properly cleated to
prevent slipping.
Don’t overcrowd cars and trucks.
Overcrowding cattle and sheep
means that if an animal goes down
it may not be able to get up and
may either be trampled to death or
too badly bruised to be suitable for
meat.
Supply plenty of bedding, especial
ly in winter. Inspect cars and trucks
to be sure there are no protruding
nails or bolts that may cut the ani
mals.
In trucking livestock, be ca/eful
not to take corners fast or make
sudden stops, either of which may
pile up animals.
Limit the feed and water prior to
loading.

Remember!
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